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More than technology
It is a widely held tenet that to succeed, companies must principally
have access to the very latest manufacturing technology. The big
welcome given to the annual investment allowance move earlier this
year is clearly linked with that belief, while our aerospace feature on
page 16 focuses on just such investment, in fact.
But in the global manufacturing economy, all component
machining firms have access to the same equipment and its supplier’s associated
process knowlege, including those in low-cost countries. Large OEMs with a global
footprint will source from across all continents, based on quality, cost and delivery,
placing work where those three factors indicate it to be most sensible.
Obviously, there are other considerations, such as locality and established
relationships, that come into play, but when push comes to shove, even seemingly wellpositioned companies with latest manufacturing technology can come unstuck. Just so
with Glasgow-based Castle Precision Engineering. A respected aerospace parts
manufacturer with a history of successfully supplying Rolls-Royce and other prestigious
names, it received shock news in 2015 (feature, p20).
Having joined the government-backed Sharing in Growth (SIG) programme only the
year prior to that and set out on a path of intensive training, matching SIG’s £1.25m in
kind, everything was screaming that the company should stop; but it ploughed on, with
spectacular results. Yes, training is what underpinned the massive benefits that saw
the company last year win the largest ever aerospace contract in its history.
I can remember that in the 1980s, a well-known engineering consultancy of the day,
Ingersoll Engineers, said that 80% of the benefits of investment in flexible
manufacturing systems (FMSs) came from the planning and organisation to support
them. There’s some of that at play in the Castle Precision Engineering example.
SIG training has equipped the workforce with a set of tools and strategies that allows
the firm to direct and channel effort, wringing the very last drop of benefit out of modern
manufacturing technology to deliver highly capable processes that maximise
automation, reduce inspection requirements and allow minimal manning. And it does
so at a pace that means it delivers benefits ahead of when its competitors in low-cost
countries are able to; and, having done so, keeps on applying those tools and
strategies in a never-ending quest for improvements to cost, quality and delivery.
More than that, Castle Precison Engineering not only continuously improves its
processes, it also does the same for those tools and strategies, refining them with their
every application. Indeed, the company presented its work back to the SIG network. The
company’s story is a wake-up call for others to re-examine their competitive position
and an encouragement to apply more than just latest manufacturing technology. ■
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News round-up

Aerospace industry programme success

Schunk is preparing for the next
step in its global growth by
investing around €85m in its
production facilities at
Brackenheim-Hausen, Mengen and
St Georgen, in Germany, as well as
Morrisville in the US. Expected to be
complete by mid-2020, this will
create around 42,000 m2 of
additional production and
administration space.

The government-backed
competitiveness programme run by
productivity experts Sharing in
Growth has helped UK aerospace
suppliers to secure more than
£4bn in contracts and 7,000 jobs.
Says Sharing in Growth CEO
Andy Page: “An integral part of the
UK’s Industrial Strategy, Sharing in
Growth is helping to boost the UK’s
aerospace export drive. We are the
UK’s largest productivity
programme, having delivered more
than three million hours of
transformation support.” He adds
that the initiative is on target to
safeguard 10,000 UK jobs by
2022.
Not-for-profit Sharing in Growth
is supported by the Regional
Growth Fund and by more than
£150m in private investment. More
than 60 companies have
benefitted from the programme
across the UK, including CW
Fletcher of Sheffield, Ulverston-

https://is.gd/oludon

Cutting tool specialist Mitsubishi
Materials has opened its MTEC
(Mitsubishi Technology and
Education Centre), housed in a
modern two-storey building near
Stuttgart, Germany.
https://is.gd/zubiza

German cutting tool firm Mapal
Group posted growth of almost 5%
in 2018. Consolidated group
turnover climbed from €610m to
€640m, while employee numbers
also increased: more than 5,500
people are now employed worldwide
by Mapal. https://is.gd/ubarow
SIC Marking has acquired
Zaniboni Srl of Italy, which, as a
result, has been renamed SIC
Zaniboni. (SIC Marking has a UK
operation based in Warwick.)
https://is.gd/uwugik

Sheet metal industry software
specialist Lantek has entered into
a collaborative agreement with the
Basque Center for Applied
Mathematics (BCAM). The
agreement reached by both
organisations focuses on developing

new models of applied mathematics
and algorithms that will enable
metalforming industries to reach
high levels of efficiency in their
calculations.
https://is.gd/iyapeg

The University of Strathclyde’s
Advanced Forming Research
Centre (AFRC) has joined forces
with a consortium of six other
companies to pave the way for lowcost remanufacture within the tool
and die industry. DigiTool, as the
two-year project is known, is partfunded by Innovate UK and worth

Nine manufacturers from across the West Midlands are helping inspire
the engineers of the future. The Manufacturing Assembly Network (MAN),
which comprises eight subcontract manufacturers and an engineering
design agency, is putting on its second ‘Design and Make’ day, a unique
opportunity for year 11 and year 12 students to spend a day getting firsthand experience of engineering, problem-solving and working as part of a
team. Nine schools have signed up and more are sought. The day is
scheduled for 10 July at the Warwick Manufacturing Group. The winning
schools will be presented with a 3D printer. https://is.gd/ocayir

8

JJ Churchill’s CEO Andrew Churchill with an
aerospace nozzle guide vane component

based Oxley Group and JJ Churchill
of Market Bosworth.
CW Fletcher has secured a
£160m long-term agreement with
Rolls-Royce. Working with Sharing
in Growth since 2013, CW Fletcher
has secured more than £200m in
contracts. The company is now
building a 2,000 m2 factory
extension, has a confirmed order
book of £27m for this year, and
says that it is on target to hit a
turnover of £30m in 2020.

£1.2m – one of the biggest
investments of its kind within the
sector for over 40 years.
https://is.gd/ajekul

Says Oxley Group CEO Darren
Cavan: “We are well on target with
our growth strategy, having
increased turnover from £13m in
2017 to almost £18m in 2018.”
After five years on the SIG
programme, JJ Churchill has
secured more than £200m in
contracts and has increased its
headcount by 35% to 165
employees and its export order
book from under £1m to more than
£37m.

manufacturing and engineering
professionals attended this year’s
event, marking a 16% increase
year-on-year and placing it on par
with the show’s record attendance
in 2017. https://is.gd/gujudu

A newly-published survey by the
Manufacturing Technologies
Association (MTA) and
Industrial air filtration
Close Brothers Asset
specialist Filtermist
Finance has found
International has
that many
finalised a deal to
manufacturing
purchase the assets
and
of Carter
engineering
Environmental
L-R: Andy Bews, Carter
firms are not
Engineers (CEE)
Environmental Engineers;
planning to take
Ltd’s
air services
James Stansfield,
advantage of the
division (picture, left).
Filtermist
increase in the
https://is.gd/opetup
Annual Investment
Allowance (AIA).
Halesowen-based Erodex UK,
a supplier of EDM graphite and
https://is.gd/bujilu
tooling to the aerospace market,
has made it on to the Sunday Times
The Subcon 2019 subcontract
WorldFirst SME Export Track 100 for
manufacturing supply chain show,
the first time. Expansion into Mexico
which took place at the NEC last
and the US, plus significant contract
month, has achieved an uplift in
wins in China and Israel, helped
visitor numbers. Over 4,100
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overseas sales hit £3.7m in 2018
(above, director Steve Rolinson with
export manager Laura Collins).
https://is.gd/qobeve

Yamazaki Mazak is celebrating
after helping the Worcestershire 5G
Consortium win ‘Most Commercially
Viable Use Case’ at the inaugural
5G Realised Use Case Awards.
https://is.gd/okigal

British CMM manufacturer LK
Metrology has celebrated its first
year of trading as a stand-alone
company once more. LK was
purchased at the end of March
2018 from Nikon Metrology by
Angelo Muscarella, owner of Italian
firm ASF Metrology. LK was last
independent prior to its 2006
takeover by Metris.
https://is.gd/popomo

Safe Solvents has successfully
completed a £1.36 million lateseed capital raise – exceeding its
target by 36%. The company is
aiming to reinvent parts washing by
introducing a game-changing
aqueous degreasing technology
(below). https://is.gd/izexiv

https://is.gd/pocezo

Cutting tool specialist Cutwel has
enjoyed significant growth since the
firm’s management buyout in May
2018. Since then, the new team
has overseen a 20% rise in turnover,
with total revenue increasing from
£15.6m to £18.73m.
https://is.gd/pejagi

www.machinery.co.uk

Tungaloy has added a DMC-style drill
head to its DrillMeister indexable-head
drills range. DrillMeister DMC features a
self-centring chisel-edge profile with a
newly-developed coating grade to boost
performance. https://is.gd/igiwud

Swiss auto hydraulic chuck
BIG Kaiser has released what is claimed
to be the world’s first hydraulic chuck designed specifically for Swiss-type
automatic (sliding-head) lathes. https://is.gd/exozof

Second-generation Index turn-mill centre
The second generation of the G200 turn-mill centre, designed for the complete
machining of components from bar or billet, has been introduced by German
manufacturer Index. https://is.gd/penuwu

FANUC UK has expanded its general-purpose 0i CNC series with the launch of the
0i-f Plus. The new unit boasts iHMI, FANUC’s user interface designed with usability
in mind. Fine Surface Technology, High Precision Program Command and Smooth
Tolerance+ Control are also capabilities. https://is.gd/vokixa

Cost estimating software upgraded
The latest release of ESTIM cost engineering software from CES now draws the
economical batch quantity curve, generates the quotation and emails it to the
customer. https://is.gd/isugan

Miyano bar lathe has 10 axes and LFV technology
MACH Machine Tools, part of the
Vigilance Group, has appointed
Mike Corbett as its CNC divisional
manager. https://is.gd/uwesuj

A twin-spindle, 10-axis CNC turn-mill centre, the Miyano BNA-42GTY LFV, has been
introduced by Citizen for manufacturing complex components in one hit from bar
stock up to 42 mm diameter. https://is.gd/uxowib

Ward CNC has strengthened its
service proposition and technical
capabilities with the launch of a
dedicated technical support team
for customers.

To reduce or prevent vibrations that occur during machining, Mapal has developed
a special damping system that is located in the main shank of the tool.

https://is.gd/iwuguz

In the latest release (2020.0) of Radan CADCAM software for the sheet-metal
industry, a further reduction in mouse-clicks, along with improvements to nesting
and reporting, has been made. https://is.gd/vuxela

https://is.gd/jegebe

Laser Lines, a provider of 3D
printers and laser equipment, has
become a UK reseller of Xact
Metal’s 3D-printing systems. The
company will be distributing the
Xact Metal XM200C and XM200S
machines immediately, plus the
XM300C model when it becomes
available in 2020.

Indexable-head drill

FANUC 0i-f boasts iHMI interface and more

Starting the financial year with a
May Open House event at its Slough
showroom saw XYZ Machine Tools
exceed sales of £500,000 in one
day, boosting turnover for the month
to over £3m. https://is.gd/enafat
Mechanical engineering
apprentices at Olympus
Engineering have gained
unprecedented levels of tooling
competence to boost their learning
and careers at the Stoke-based
company after Walter GB offered
free training and awareness in
tooling and production technologies.

Product pick 10

Ellesco, a supplier of deburring,
polishing and finishing tech,
has appointed Lee
Thomas to its internal
customer support
team. https://is.
gd/utokan

Jamie Moffat has
joined cutting tool
firm Gewefa UK as
sales coordinator.

Mapal drill works to reduce vibrations
https://is.gd/horefo

Workflow improvement for Radan

Cost-effective fibre laser from Bystronic
Bystronic’s competitively priced BySmart Fiber can be supplied with
a laser source of 2, 3, 4, or 6 kW, as well as optional automated
material handling solutions. https://is.gd/uzomoq

Maprox chuck and collets
The newly-launched Maprox AIR chucks and the ER range of
pneumatic collet holders (left) for automation are available from
Leader Chuck International. https://is.gd/uzodon

https://is.gd/xiqude
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City of robots
Universal Robots of cobot fame is one of many companies to have originated in
Denmark’s Odense city area. It is, in fact, one of more than 100 within this location
that has major ambitions in the robotics area. Steed Webzell has investigated and
discovers just what’s going on over there

O

Copyright Universal Robots A/S

Above and below:
Universal Robots’
collaborative units
are, perhaps, the
best-known
example of
Odense’s robot
specialisation,
but it is just one
of many firms

10

dense in Denmark is home to a fast-growing
robotics cluster comprising 129 companies and
3,600 people, and has plans to get bigger.
Odense Robotics is the name given to a rapidly growing
cluster of robotics and automation companies based in
Denmark’s third-largest city. The answer to why this
relatively small city of circa 180,000 – roughly the size
of York – has become such a robotics hotbed, can be
traced to its shipyard.
After nearly a century of building ships, the Odense
Steel Shipyard (Lindø) delivered its final container ship
for parent company Maersk in 2012. However, in the late
1990s, before its demise, the shipyard became what is
known as a ‘first mover’ in Denmark regarding the use
of robots. Looking to compete with shipyards in
southeast Asia, processes such as welding and painting
were automated. Around the same time, the Maersk
family donated €10 million to University of Southern
Denmark (SDU) to focus on robotics and participate in
joint development efforts.
This generous donation was to provide the seed for
rapid growth in the city’s automation prowess. The SDU
soon became home to the Maersk McKinney Møller
Institute, an internationally-recognised research centre

that aims to tap into the latest trends and develop new
technologies for the good of society. Only last year, the
institute invested €13.4 million in an Industry 4.0
laboratory that will enable students and companies to be
at the forefront of developments within hyper-flexile
robots, virtual reality, smart materials and soft robotics.
Odense Robotics is today one of the world’s top
robotics clusters. Already having those 129 companies
with their 3,600 employees, the headcount is expected
to grow still further, hitting 4,900 within the next two
years, demonstrating a growth rate not seen in many
other industries. An additional 760 employees are
located overseas.
Of particular note, the most recent (2017) turnover
figure for the cluster stands at an impressive €763
million, while investment (public and private) since 2015
is circa €750 million. In a related initiative, Odense is
also home to an international drone test centre, driving
research and development in drone technologies at SDU
and offering test facilities for both drone start-ups and
established companies.
Around 33% of the cluster companies work with
collaborative robots (cobots) and/or mobile robots.
Universal Robots (https://is.gd/axanoj), the pioneer of
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employees. Of the 27 that were new to
the cluster in 2018, five were start-ups
and part of the Odense Robotics StartUp
Hub, which is backed by the city of Odense.
Here, new companies can go from concept to
commercialisation in a short space of time, with
help from robotics experts and business mentors.
Typically, the process takes around a year, but some
start-ups accelerate so quickly that they are ready to
commercialise within just a few months. There are also
avenues to investor capital, with each start-up gaining
access to €450,000 in funding, on average.
“The StartUp Hub is located at a 2,000 m2 specialist
facility within the Danish Technological Institute,
a leading research and technology company,”
Christoffersen explains. “Free office space is provided,
along with access to a range of prototyping facilities,

Top: the Odense
Robotics StartUp
Hub
Above: more
residential
buildings are
being constructed
in Odense

Marianne Andersen (Grouleff)

cobot technology, is at the epicentre, but most of the
sector’s big names can also be found in residence,
including ABB (https://is.gd/lodebo), FANUC (https://
is.gd/ematin) and Kuka (https://is.gd/viyuxo). Although
there is no geographic centre to the hub – companies
are scattered across Odense – they can all be reached
within a short cycle ride of one another.
Overseeing progress is the Odense Robotics cluster
management team, which has been drawn from industry,
not just robotics but also software and general
manufacturing. In terms of operating concept, the
management team treats the companies within the
cluster as its customers.
Says cluster director Mikkel Christoffersen: “Our
vision is to make Odense the global leader of the next
industrial revolution by serving the needs of the city’s
robotic and automation cluster. We do this
because we believe that robots can bring
about meaningful change in the workplace –
not just for businesses, but for employees.”
The management team offers an array of
services designed to drive growth among
cluster companies; from recruitment and
innovation, to supply chain management and
networking. Member organisations pay a nominal
annual fee of around €1,000 (start-ups pay less) to
benefit from the full range of services on offer, including
access to networking groups and reduced rates at
careers fairs and exhibitions.
“We are constantly admitting new companies who
want to be part of the cluster,” says Christoffersen.
“Many spin out of university or research centres, going
on to create successful automation companies. This
cluster of robotic enterprise fosters innovation, from
creative conception to industrial production.”
Almost half of the companies in the cluster today
were founded after 2010, while 54% have fewer than 10

Marianne Andersen (Grouleff)
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Universal Robots sets out its stall
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cluster which, from a national and not just regional approach, will
help brand Denmark as a leading nation within robotics,” he
suggests.
This statement appears to sit neatly with the vision of Peter
Rahbaek Juel, the Mayor of Odense, who wants the city to
become the world leader in robotics.
Stensbøl says: “If we all work together – the robot companies,
the universities and the public sector – we certainly have a
unique chance to be at the forefront, especially in collaborative
robots and autonomous mobile robots, maybe within other areas,
too. However, it requires funding and resources to back that up,
as we’re already experiencing competition from countries such
as China.”

Danish flag: Anthony Krikorian /stock.adobe.com

Some 78% of companies collaborate with others in the Odense
Robotics cluster, but what does this mean to a company such as
Universal Robots, which is considered one of the initiative’s
founding fathers?
“It is very important for us to have the support and cooperation of not just the robot cluster, but the local municipality
and university,” says Thomas Stensbøl, global PR &
communications manager at Universal Robots. “Working together
constitutes an ecosystem that can help us recruit new
employees – both from the university and abroad – and help
attract events and international focus on the exciting
developments happening here.
“Moving forward, we will probably see an even more united
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Mikkel
Christoffersen,
cluster director
at Odense
Robotics – “Our
vision is to make
Odense the
global leader of
the next
industrial
revolution by
serving the
needs of the
city’s robotic and
automation
cluster”

technology specialists and professional business
developers.”
Odense as a city is clearly benefitting from the
robotics cluster, which is helping to drive wider economic
growth. New residential districts are being built, while
over 60 new cafés and restaurants have opened in
recent years (manufacturing driving the service sector).
Ongoing investment in the cluster is key, which is why
the city’s biggest event for direct investment, Odense
Investor Summit 19, took place at the end of June. The
event offered a unique opportunity to see the most
promising and exciting technologies in the fields of
robotics and drones, along with access to fellow
investors and investor networks. With the prospect of an
estimated 200-300% growth by 2025, the Danish
robotics industry offers unique appeal to international
investors, more than 120 of whom attended Summit 19.
“Denmark has developed a solid foundation for
realising the growth potential of this fast-growing industry
that investors should keep an eye on as it is rapidly
becoming very attractive for both seed money and
venture capital investment,” Christoffersen advises.
The most impressive investment story of all, of
course, is Universal Robots, which was founded in 2005
by Esben Østergaard, Kasper Støy and Kristian Kassow.
Just 10 years later, the company was sold to US
electronics specialist Teradyne for an impressive $285
million. Today, Universal Robots commands an annual
turnover of around $170 million.
“The cluster is not just good news for the robotics
companies, but the regional supply chain,” adds
Christoffersen. “Many of the cluster members are not
manufacturers per se, but instead develop and specify
parts for subcontract production, before performing
assembly and testing. And while items such as motors
and gears are sourced globally, many bespoke parts,

such as machined and fabricated components, come
from local suppliers.”
Not much, it would appear, is likely to thwart the
ongoing success of Odense Robotics. The only potential
spanner in the works is a familiar one across industry:
the lack of skills. As many as 78% of companies within
the cluster say recruiting qualified employees is their
greatest barrier to growth. In order to meet recruitment
needs, a significant proportion of companies are
currently internationalising their recruitment efforts.
Indeed, 39% of cluster companies are this year expecting
to employ staff from abroad.
One factor sure to help the cluster moving forwards is
the growing number of students at the SDU’s Faculty of
Engineering. Those attending courses related to robotics
and automation increased by 34% in the three years from
2015 to 2018. This figure included a 69% increase in
MSc students, a 16% increase in BSc students and a
33% increase in BEng students.
Ultimately, it is easy to see why the Mayor of Odense,
Peter Rahbaek Juel, believes that Odense can become
the world’s leading city for robotics, perhaps as soon as
next year, not least due to the success of Universal
Robots, the prevailing friendly conditions for start-ups
and the unique togetherness of the city’s technological
community. And why not, after all, Odense Robotics
already holds the EU gold certificate for successful
clusters – the highest achievable recognition of its type.
“Many of the core companies in the cluster are
growing at 10-15% annually, with some that trade in
global markets achieving 50-60%,” concludes
Christoffersen.
It seems that the fairy tale for Odense Robotics is set
to continue for some years yet; quite fitting then that the
city’s most famous son, writer Hans Christian Andersen,
made his name in that endearing literary genre. ■

Cobot helps SMB press ahead
Cannock-based fabrication specialist SMB Pressings has increased its working
capacity with investment in a Universal Robot welding system developed and
supplied by Olympus Technologies. The system is based on collaborative robot
(cobot) technology.
Alan Vincent, production planning and customer operations director at SMB
Pressings, says: “We chose the welding system from Olympus as they
demonstrated its ease of programming with our parts, and because of its price
compared to other solutions.”
Now installed and fully operational, the 6-axis robot with 1,300 mm reach will
enable the company to increase the volume and quality of work it can complete in a
day. According to Vincent, the system will also deal with more monotonous welding
tasks, which will help the company release skilled staff for other duties.
SMB Pressings’ welding and fabrication work includes benching supports for the leisure sector, brackets and
framework for modular buildings, staging and guard rails for the utilities industry, seating for the healthcare
sector, garden furniture, street furniture, cabinets, bicycle and smoking shelters, as well as workbenches. More
details: https://is.gd/urojel
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www.millscnc.co.uk

Mills CNC Technology Campus: 01926 736736

New Doosan high-productivity, multi-tasking twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres.

Do more with more!

Doosan’s new Puma TT 1300SYY (42/51mm bar diameter) and Puma TT 2100SYY (65/81mm bar
diameter) twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres have Y-axis capabilities on both their upper
and lower turrets.
This dual Y-axis capacity makes the machines extremely versatile and ultra-productive:
• The twin turrets allow simultaneous OD and ID cutting on a part in the main spindle.
• Simultaneous milling and turning of components in the machine’s main and sub-spindle enables
multiple finished parts to be completed in one cycle.
• Operations can be combined by machining one side of a part in the main spindle and finishing it in
the sub-spindle.
If you’re looking for something new…some may even say revolutionary…in the area of small
turned parts production - we think you’ll be doubly impressed with our new TT turning centre
series of machines with dual Y-axis capability.
To find out more visit www.millscnc.co.uk or call 01926 736736.

Mills CNC: Like No-one Else!

Redesigned, revitalised
Soraluce’s opening earlier this year of a new factory dedicated to
the assembly of portal-type machining centres was coupled with the
launch of a new range of “redesigned and revitalised” machines.
Machinery reports

A

lready claiming a world lead in
portal-type machining technology,
this latest show of strength
reinforced that position, taking in single
set-up milling, boring, turning and grinding,
as well as underscoring Soraluce’s
constant progress and expertise in
providing customers with complete
manufacturing solutions. (Soraluce is

represented in the UK by TW Ward CNC
Machinery, https://is.gd/fidivu)
The three-day ‘Portal Summit’ event at
the new facility (see box) drew some 500+
visitors who saw the company showcase a
new compact range (the TA Series) of bedtype milling machines that has had grinding
added to the existing capabilities of milling,
boring and turning, making for even broader

Summit at new factory

single set-up machining possible. The range
covers longitudinal, vertical and cross
travels of 2,500 to 4,000 mm, 1,250 to
1,800 mm and 1,200 to 1,500 mm,
respectively; table capacities up to 10,500
kg (milling) and 3,000 kg (turning).
In addition to the new machines,
Soraluce also demonstrated a range of
technology innovations, including the new:
■ DWS (Dynamic Workpiece Stabiliser)
smart machine damping solution – to
eliminate chatter on the workpiece, and
■ VSET – which simplifies component
set-up by minimising workpiece alignment
effort and, as a result, delivers set-up time
The PMG 6000 is one of
the ‘new-look’ portals

The summit was held at the new factory (a short walk from Soraluce’s existing plants in
Spain’s Basque Country’s Bergara region) that has cost €9 million. It boasts an assembly
shopfloor of 4,900 m2 served by overhead cranes with capacities rated at up to 80
tonnes. These are fed by the constituent machine parts produced by a range of suppliers
(of proprietary parts) and, crucially, by Soraluce factories that produce all critical machine
parts – including beds and bedways, and especially the wide range of machining heads
that Soraluce can provide.
An expansive and climate-controlled manufacturing and test area (in an existing
Soraluce factory) is dedicated to head production and quality control, where the head
castings are machined in-house to ensure accuracy levels, with each head then hand
assembled. One measure of the thoroughness of the process is an exhaustive test
procedure that sees every head undergo 72 hours of in-factory testing plus 125 hours of
machine testing before being released.
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SUPPLY SIDE SORALUCE’S NEW FACTORY & TECHNOLOGY

Soraluce’s new factory hosted an
event for portal machining that
drew more than 500 visitors.
Inset: a new range of compact bedmills (TA) was unveiled

savings of up to 70%. These developments
are, incidentally, driven by Soraluce’s IK4Ideko technology centre.
These latest innovations complement
the company’s existing innovative
manufacturing tools of:
■ Smart HMI machine interface – which
has now been enhanced to allow, for
instance, operators to view two ‘screens’
showing workpiece and machine data
simultaneously on the same CNC panel,
such as 3D plans and machine condition
monitoring
■ Vertical ram balance – effectively an
additional axis, closed-loop controlled with
its own direct positioning system to
compensate for cross beam deformation on
larger portal machines
■ DAS+ chatter elimination technology
■ TBS table balancing system for
asymmetric loads
Managing director Rafael Idigoras says
of the new range of machines: “These are
now available with customised milling and
turning heads, for example, and feature
enhanced precision machining, as well as
working areas perfectly adapted to users’
requirements – for example, one or two
operator platforms to ensure optimal views
of the process, as well as full visibility of
tool magazine and easy access for
maintenance.”

www.machinery.co.uk

The introduction of a machining head
that combines milling, boring, turning and
grinding was demonstrated on the TA-M 25,
one of a new range of compact machines
for multi-tasks on components up to 8,000
mm diameter in a single set-up. With a
chuck featuring an innovative rotational
locking system, the bed-type machine
includes a grinding head that, in trials,
achieved surface finishes of Ra 0.4/0.5
when undertaking infeed and traverse OPD,
ID and surface grinding. Future
developments will embrace angular and
face grinding with ‘straight’ wheels.
Construction details underlined include
accuracy and rigidity gained from a full cast
iron construction underpinned by finite
element analyses. This supports high levels
of constant productivity via a high torque
direct-drive spindle motor inside the ram,
with built-in cooling system, as well as
Soraluce’s pioneering linear guiding
technology that is based on in-house
developed damping pads complemented by
INA guiding systems on each axis.

EXISTING RANGES UPRATED
These TA machines join the existing and
uprated ranges of: PM moving-table models
with X, Y, Z and W (cross beam) axes from
5,600 to 7,600 mm, 4,500 to 5,000 mm,
1,500 to 2,000 mm and 1,000 to 2,000
mm, respectively; and PMG, PRG and PXG
gantry models having X, Y, Z W axes of
6,000 to 10,000 mm, 4,000 to 10,500
mm, 1,500 to 3,000 mm and 1,000 to
4,000 mm, respectively.
Commenting on the new machine tool
range, Ward CNC’s head of strategic
accounts and projects, Stuart Lawson,
says: “Soraluce’s ongoing commitment to
machining excellence, combined with
industry-leading innovative solutions,
provides Ward CNC customers with
immediate access to unrivalled production
technologies, in terms of milling, boring,
turning – and now also grinding – in a single
set-up.
“This, partnered with our own ultra-high
levels of engineering applications expertise
and service back-up, means UK customers
can continue to rely on Ward CNC to
provide cost-effective answers to their
production problems for workpieces of
every size and in all materials.” ■
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Above: DWS is an active damping device to
eliminate chatter. Comprising a controller
and one or more inertial actuators placed on
the part to be machined, the result is better
surface finishes, especially in areas of the
workpiece that may be more flexible. DWS
complements Soraluce’s DAS+ smart system
for eliminating chatter

Above: VSET simplifies component set-up
by minimising workpiece alignment effort
and, as a result, delivers set-up time
savings of up to 70%
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Les Nuttall (Merc
Aerospace) with
John Brimblecombe
(ETG) hold
parts made on
the Nakamura.
Inset, inside the
Nakamura WT150II

First-class
performers
Steed Webzell reports on recent aerospace-led installations of note,
including turn-mill machines, 5-axis machining centres, robot cells,
3D printers, CMMs and more

M

erc Aerospace, which employs 50
people at its facility in Barrowford,
has seen turnover rise to £4.2
million, thanks to a sustained investment
drive that included the purchase of two CNC
turn-mill machines from Engineering
Technology Group (https://is.gd/ulufay). Five
older models have been replaced with two
Nakamura WT150II machines as part of the
company’s commitment to lean
manufacturing and reducing lead times for
customers such as Airbus, AgustaWestland,
BAE Systems and Bombardier.
“We are focused on offering our clients
the lowest total cost of acquisition solution
for their precision components,” states
Richard Meade, commercial director at Merc
Aerospace. “This is where the two Nakamura
machines really come into their own and
ensure we live up to our promise, delivering
control, speed and repeatable quality. Our
customers have been so impressed with
these new capabilities that they’ve even
placed additional orders, building on a
£500,000 increase in sales over the past
12 months.”
The WT150II provides up to 26 kW of
cutting power for shaft work with
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synchronised spindles, while the power of
the driven tool motor is suited to heavy
machining with small cutters. In fact, the
turret-mounted power tooling ensures
components having complex milled features
come off virtually burr-free, and generally as
part of a one-hit machining operation. (The
WT150II offers a maximum turning diameter
of 190 mm and maximum turning length of
515 mm.)
Another company where orders are driving
investment is Silcoms, located just a few
miles south at Bolton. The company
supplies the aerospace industry with nickel
alloy, titanium, stainless steel and
aluminium engine ring components and
assemblies, including seals, shrouds,
segments and casings. The company was
awarded an additional contract in 2018 to
supply a complex rotating fan seal for a
large civil aircraft engine programme, which
prompted the need for additional capacity.
Managing director Jim Hill took the
opportunity to develop a new process route
that would speed production of the rotational
titanium parts, while maintaining the tight
tolerances needed.
The new method of manufacture now

hinges on the use of a Hermle
C50 UMT 5-axis machining centre fitted
with a torque table for carrying out in-cycle
turning operations. The machine, supplied
by Kingsbury (https://is.gd/exevoc), performs
three operations in two set-ups that
previously required five operations on three
different machines. As a result, floor-to-floor
time has been reduced, while fewer set-ups
mean that the risk of accumulative tolerance
error is minimal.
Machined from a titanium forging, the
1,015 mm diameter fan seal has to be
turned to a final wall thickness of 3 mm.
Here, it is crucial to control dimensional
accuracy and avoid distortion. After a
number of preparatory machining stages,
the Hermle 5-axis machining centre
completes the next five operations in two
set-ups over 20 hours. Semi-finish and finish
turning have been compressed into one
operation on each side. During the second
clamping on the Hermle, turned and milled
features are completed. These prismatic
cycles were previously performed on a
different 5-axis machining centre at the
factory. Critical dimensional features are
held to ±20 micron over the full diameter of
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AEROSPACE MACHINE SHOPS FLYING HIGH

the part. The Hermle C50 UMT offers 1,000
by 1,100 by 750 mm axis travels in X, Y
and Z, and a trunnion swivel range of
+100/-130°.
Says Hill: “Consolidating turning and
milling on one machine has significant
benefits for us. Apart from a reduction in
component handling and an improvement in
accuracy, it cuts the lead-time for converting
a titanium forging into a finished seal, and
reduces the total number of tools we need.”
Investment levels are also high at
Coventry-based aerospace supplier
Arrowsmith Engineering, which is capitalising
on 20% growth over the past 12 months by
investing more than £200,000 in a Doosan
DNM 4500 4-axis vertical machining centre
and robotic cell. It is hoped the move will
boost production speed and increase
capacity by 50%. The sole UK agent for
Doosan machines is Mills CNC (https://
is.gd/edocag).
Arrowsmith Engineering is using lights-out
manufacturing to run a precision aero-engine
part 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
supplying more than 200 components every
month to customers based in Spain and the
US. The Doosan DNM 4500 offers a
capacity of 800 by 450 by 510 mm in the
three linear axes. Integrating robots into the
process has removed the need for a second
machining centre.
Jason Aldridge, managing director, says:
“The Doosan CNC machining centre and
collaborative robot system is our first
investment in automation. It’s made us 15%
quicker and given us a 50% capacity boost;
that’s some payback already. This is just the
start of what we hope will be a continuous
investment drive in robots.”

609.6 by 914.4 mm.
A preform tool for an aircraft wing was
produced in fewer than 60 hours using a
Stratasys F900 and ULTEM 1010 resin;
significantly less than the four weeks
typically required using conventional
manufacturing methods. Compared with CNC
machining using aluminium, IDEC saved 67%
on costs.
“Not only did we slash the production
lead time on the preform tool, but we
expedited the whole composite moulding
process,” says Diego Calderón, structural
analysis manager at IDEC. “In fact, with
ULTEM 1010 resin, we reduced the
composite heating stage from one hour to
only 10 minutes by flowing the electrical
current directly through composite fabrics.
This simply wouldn’t have been possible
without Stratasys FDM additive
manufacturing technology.”

Making parts for the aerospace sector is
one thing, but measuring them is quite
another, as Exeter-based Rotamic can
testify. Aerospace currently constitutes the
largest market sector at the AS9100accredited company. To make sure that
Rotamic’s inspection provision was able to
keep pace with its recent rise in production
levels, the company invested in a Crysta
Apex S574 CNC CMM from Mitutoyo
(https://is.gd/ibeliy), which offers a working
range of 500 by 700 by 400 mm.
Says Rotamic quality engineer Kai
Kidson: “When compared with other CMMs,
we considered that the accuracy and
repeatability of the Mitutoyo CNC CMM
would provide the capability to inspect
components with the most challenging
dimensional specifications. Also, not only
would the speed and efficiency of the
machine be able to keep pace with our

NOT THE USUAL APPROACH
Of course, conventional subtractive
machining methods are no longer the only
option for aerospace OEMs. Additive
manufacturing’s quality and speed
credentials make it an extremely costeffective alternative in a growing number
applications. For example, a Spanish
provider of composite solutions for
aerospace, IDEC, has cut the time, cost and
material waste involved with traditional
composite moulding, thanks to its use of a
3D printer from Stratasys (https://is.gd/
tugejo), which offers a build size of 914.4 by
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An operator at the
Siemens control of the
Hermle mill-turn centre
at Silcoms
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AEROSPACE MACHINE SHOPS FLYING HIGH
Arrowsmith has taken
its first steps with
automation

The company’s Doosan DNM
4500 is serve by a cobot
current levels of manufacturing, we believe it
will cope with all foreseeable rises in
production.
“In addition to inspecting single parts, we
are now able to place a large batch of
components on to the CMM’s granite bed,
recall a pre-written program and perform a
mass inspection routine in fast, fully
automatic CNC mode. We are then able to
generate detailed inspection reports that can
be archived for our traceable records.”
Retaining the metrology theme, Coalville-

based Winbro Group says its partnership with
multi-sensor metrology expert OGP UK
(https://is.gd/ziqupo) has been a ‘gamechanger’ for delivering right-first-time parts.
Winbro Group specialises in producing the
miniature cooling holes and forms in aeroengine turbine components. The
Leicestershire-based firm first teamed up
with OGP UK eight years ago and now uses
three of its SmartScope systems – a CNC
300 and two Vantage 450s.
Winbro CTO Andy Lawson says:

“Ultimately it’s about speed of inspection
versus production. We’re able to take parts
straight off the machine and then, while the
second component is being machined or
drilled, the first part will go into the
inspection lab. In less than 10 minutes,
feedback is given to the operator controlling
the process. We get inspection reports in
real time, such that we are no more than one
component away from an issue.” Fewer
rejects, minimal rework and faster product-tomarket are just some of the benefits. ■

Latest aerospace sector news in brief
■ Accrington-based G Parker Aero Tooling Solutions has been
joined by Burnley-based Kaman Tooling, the former cutting tool
operation of American aerospace group Kaman Corporation.
Moving forward, the acquired operation will run as KTL Tooling.
Both businesses are spearheaded and wholly-owned by Michael
Parker, who is joined at KTL Tooling by new non-executive
chairman Dave Roberts. https://is.gd/yotime
■ A £10 million programme to help make the UK’s advanced
aerospace manufacturing supply chain more competitive has
been launched by Business and Industry Minister Andrew
Stephenson, after he visited aerospace and defence supplier
MEP in Aylesford, Kent. Along with other national providers,
SMMT Industry Forum (https://is.gd/orukop) – a training and
consultancy specialist for manufacturers – will help deliver the
new approach, which is called NMCL (for National Manufacturing
Competitiveness Levels). https://is.gd/buwozu
■ The UK has the potential to become a world-class sustainable
space industry leader, if government and business work together
to grasp the opportunities presented by growth in the global and
UK space sectors. Speaking at the two-day Made for Space
conference hosted recently by the Coventry-based Manufacturing
Technology Centre (https://is.gd/inased), international space
industry leaders underlined that the global space sector is
booming and set to be worth £400 billion by 2030. Topics
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covered included additive manufacturing, robotics and surface
engineering.
■ Creaform’s HandyScan 3D metrology-grade 3D laser scanner
can now be used for recording the physical attributes of aircraft
dents and blends on all models of Boeing commercial aircraft.
Indeed, Boeing has released a service letter to this effect,
offering guidance on the use of 3D scanners for measuring
dents and blends. UK availability of the HandyScan 3D is via
Measurement Solutions (https://is.gd/iruzul).
■ Among the notable exhibitors at last month’s Paris Air Show
was NC program verification software specialist CGTech, which
demonstrated the Vericut Force optimisation module. Force,
which now offers optimisation capabilities for both milling and
turning operations, is said to reduce machining times by as
much as 30-70%, while extending the life of cutting tools
(https://is.gd/aqupaw).
Another Paris Air Show exhibitor, Starrag, showed a selection
of critical aerospace parts produced on its machining centres,
including blisks, blades and impellers (https://is.gd/uquvod).
Elsewhere at the aerospace show, Okuma promoted multitasking machines from the MU-V, MULTUS-U and VTM-YB series,
as well as its ‘super-multitasking’ Laser EX, which is additionally
equipped with additive manufacturing capabilities. Okuma is
represented in the UK by NCMT (https://is.gd/pucuxe).
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AEROSPACE CLEANLINESS WITHOUT SKY-HIGH COSTS.

VALUE AND PRODUCTIVITY
WITH MECWASH.

Machined castings. Turned parts. Complex pressings and extrusions.
Customers expect parts to be pristine.
246201_V2_MACH_SIP 26/04/2019 14:31 Page 1
PRECISION AQUEOUS CLEANING demands MecWash.
From small cell based units to sophisticated systems, from interim wash to final
specification, MecWash have a system to meet your requirements and your budget
– all with the renowned MecWash quality and reliability.

• IMMERSION & ROTATION
• ULTRASONIC AGITATION
TRUSTED BY NAMES LIKE…
• Renishaw
• Rolls Royce
• Delphi
• SKF

• TARGETED JETTING
• VACUUM DRYING
• Goodrich
• Parker Hannifin

• Perkins
• Meggitt

• JCB
• Husco

Cost-effective. Sustainable. Reliable. For the best wash
machine solution for your production line, talk to MecWash.
Contact us today on 01684 271600 or visit www.mecwash.co.uk
Designed and manufactured in Britain
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YOUR EXPERTS IN COMPONENT CLEANING
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Staying relevant
Castle Precision Engineering won an £80 million Rolls-Royce order last year, its largest ever contract.
But the company had to travel a hard road to before that, learning a critical lesson along the way – that it
was not as indispensable a supplier as it thought. Andrew Allcock has more

S

ome 80% of £20 million turnover
Castle Precision Engineering’s
business is in ‘critical rotatives’ for
jet engines, employed in all their four
stages – fan shafts, blisks, discs, high
pressure combustor cones, rings, seals.
Says managing director Yan Tiefenbrun:
“If it’s critical and rotating, we’ve touched it
at some point, in engine development,
production, legacy support. We cross the
whole value chain and touch just about
every engine that Rolls-Royce makes.”
Indeed, it spans from yesterday’s RB211 to
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tomorrow’s Ultrafan.
The Glasgow-based company aims to
grow its business further, targeting £30
million, but in 2015, the 120-employee
operation faced a crisis. And the way in
which the company tackled that, “making
the leap from good to great”, winning that
£80 million order, is the story that the firm’s
managing director relayed to an audience of
aerospace professionals earlier this year, at
Renishaw’s ‘The Direction of Travel’
aerospace event.
“Back in 2015, we were on the precipice
of growing the business with our first big
step-change. We had contracts coming up
with a new customer, where on volume rate
programmes we could make a real stepchange. We were coming from the
development phase, pre-production, into
production and what we wanted to do was
transform the product group by delivering a
30-40% saving and win a massive long-term
contract – that was the ambition. We
invested in technology, engineers and
resources; we thought we’d get ahead of the
game, engage with the customer and delight

him.” Castle had just the previous year
joined the government-backed Sharing in
Growth (SIG) initiative, committing to a fouryear programme of training backed by
£1.25 million+ SIG funding, which it
matched in kind (extended to five years
subsequently).
But two months into that 2015 contract
journey, Castle received a letter from its
customer saying that the package of 25
components was being subjected to
accelerated cost reduction and that a cut of
60% was required, otherwise the business
would move to a low-cost supplier in India.
“That was a bit of a shock, because we were
investing in new technology and thought we
could nail a 30% cost reduction, keeping
some benefit for ourselves, but 60%? We
couldn’t see how to get there. We could see
30%, 35% even 40%, although 40% was
giving away our margin. Where was that extra
20% going to come from? It was just a leap
too far,” Tiefenbrun says.
“So, we mulled it over a for a couple of
weeks as a team and came to the view that
we could overcome this challenge. We pulled
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AEROSPACE COST-DOWN WITH A VENGEANCE
A product cell at Castle Precision
Engineering for high pressure
combustor cones. Designing cells and
processes for cost-effective, zero-defect
volume production is based on SIG
tools and strategies (below left),
but these are continuously honed
further (see extended online feature
https://is.gd/iyutit)
Inset left: managing director Yan
Tiefenbrun receives the £80 million
Rolls-Royce order from the aerospace
giant’s CEO, Warren East

Castle picked
up the Sharing in Growth Ikigai award
at the All STAR best practice awards. In
Japanese, ikigai is “a reason for being”

together a powerful coalition in house and
engaged with our key suppliers, using the
best minds in the industry. We had Sheffield
University’s AMRC, tooling suppliers and
subcontractors. We brought them all together
and spelt out the challenge and our ambition.
We wanted to apply the latest and greatest to
everything we were doing – the fastest
speeds, best methods of manufacture, latest
inspection scanning techniques, automation,
green button processes, zero defects.
Everything that we could throw at this, we
threw at it.” And it was underpinned by the
SIG toolset of problem-solving techniques and
related training.
The result was that, after three months,
the company could see a way to achieve
that massive 60% cost reduction. “We got to
50%, but the last 10% was absolutely brutal.
We had put £1.25 million into the project
and the process bedded in for six months
before we went back to the customer.
Following that, I sat down with the company
and proudly said that ‘you asked us to
deliver X and we are delivering X. You said
60% cost reduction from the development
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phase to the production phase we are going
into, then we could sign a long-term contract
going through to 2025’. But the customer
said ‘yes, I didn’t expect you would be able
to do it; we’re still moving all the parts to
India’.”
What the company had fallen foul of was
a trend in the industry that it had missed,
Tiefenbrun admits, because it had assumed
the industry was somewhere it wasn’t. “The
trend was one of low-cost country sourcing
[LCCS]. Our misconception was around the
maturity and capability. A
decade ago, we thought
that low cost was low
complexity. What we had
missed was the rapid
pace of change in our
industry. LCCS companies
had moved from elderly,
second-hand machine tools
that we wouldn’t look at and
started investing in the latest
and greatest technology. So,
what we were now looking at
was not low cost and low capability, but
something that is process capable and
process focused, but in a low-cost
environment. That’s a different cost
challenge. These companies were making
complex parts using capable processes.”
Added to that was another industry trend,
that of ‘volumising’, meaning moving more
towards an automotive model of
manufacture. “Aerospace used to be lowvolume/high-mix, but now it’s much closer
to automotive. And when that happens, it
makes the market attractive to people that
it previously wasn’t, and you end up with
significant numbers of new entrants.”
He cites Malaysia’s UMW, a company
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that didn’t have a presence in the aerospace
field until a few years ago.
“In fact, the factory was a piece of jungle in
the Malaysian rain forest, but five years ago,
a team sat down in that country and
developed a business plan. That plan was to
invest £100 million and take on a key
product group within a jet engine. The group
invested £50 million and the Malaysian
government the other half. Five years later,
they are one of the leading companies in the
world for engine casings.”

LCCS FIRMS ARE WINNING BIG
UMW is the first Malaysian Tier 1 supplier to
Rolls-Royce and says it has has a ‘25+5’
year contract for Trent 1000 engine casings,
with Trent 7000 to follow. Indeed, UMW will
be the only supplier for fan cases for both
the engines, the company further claims.
Continues Castle’s top man: “The market
is today very different; you now have a
venture capitalist entering [UMW], because
the sector is volumising. To accentuate that
further, we missed the subsidies and offsets
that operate in India and LCCS regions,
where there is significant support for
investment in capital and capability. So, we
had delivered things that we didn’t believe
were possible ourselves, but we were locked
out and we hadn’t realised it. We fell into
the trap of being relied on as a tactical
provider, against a provider that had never
delivered a part for this customer before, but
which was being engaged at a strategic
level. Hence we were in a fight to stay
relevant – that was the wake-up call for us.”
So, having achieved such a great result
with the initial challenge, the company said
to itself, ‘why not apply the same approach
to existing products’. “We picked a project
Outside a training room can be seen
elements of Castle Precison Engineering’s
winning model – visual systems support a
thorough, structured approach.
Yan Tiefenbrun is pictured
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AEROSPACE COST-DOWN WITH A VENGEANCE

Castle Precision Engineering’s
workforce is applying structured
techniques to deliver the very
best of manufacturing outcomes.
Below, a systems explanation
taking place on the shopfloor
and said to the team ‘we don’t think we are
in first place to win this, probably not even
second place, but if we did win it, it would be
about 10% of our portfolio. So, take
everything you’ve done and apply it. You’ve
got four weeks to hit four parts and deliver a
50% cost reduction’. And they did it. So, we
said let’s do it again, but for existing parts.”
The company chose a suite of Rolls-Royce
parts and achieved massive savings again.
“We went to the customer and said ‘here is
everything we have done, here’s everything
we are doing, and here is £2.1 million-worth
of cost savings to you’.” It was an unusual
move, to say the least, to give the complete
saving to the customer, Castle’s managing
director offers, but his response to those
questioning it was: “We are going to invest in
this journey and we are going to give the
customer £2.1 million-worth of savings, or
the option for that, because Rolls-Royce has
said it wants strategic partners not costs to
be managed, adding to that ‘those who come
with us will be rewarded’. So, we have
bought into the commitment to be strategic
partners, to jump to the next level.”
The final results of the project were
“astonishing”: a £2.4 million cost reduction,
cycle times reduced 12-60% (30% average),
cost target smashed by a fact of four,
transport waste reduced by 57% and the
achievement of a team engagement level
never seen before (94.6%), so moving from a
top-down style to bottom-up. The company
kept rolling its approach across other parts
and customers with equal success.
So what about that £80 million Rolls-
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Royce contract? Well, as Tiefenbrun puts it
“we were already lined up for it long in
advance”. The company knew exactly what it
had to do, what the customer wanted and it
knew what threat the LCCSs posed.
“We were already the global cost leader,
because we had done the cutting trials. We
had engaged our key partners, Seco Tooling
being one of them and a key part of a
strategy going forwards. We were delivering
exactly what the customer wanted, the
complete solution not bits of it. We had ‘paid
to play’, absorbed costs, entered into a
strategic partnership that the customer was
looking for. The scar we carried from that
2015 experience meant we knew what was
coming: late delivery penalties, buffer stocks,
cash requirements and all the financial
stress tests we had to go through. So, when
we won the contract, it wasn’t a surprise to
us. We were confident, we had positioned
ourselves to win; not be involved, but win.”
More broadly, he says that despite the
aerospace challenge of the LCCSs, there are
suppliers across the UK helping to deliver
the types of contracts that Castle Precision

Engineering is, but they typically have one
common denominator – continuous
improvement programmes such as Sharing in
Growth, SE21, SE21+ or their own internal
initiatives. Says the managing director: “The
fight to stay relevant is only here to stay and
will increase over time. That fight to stay
relevant is now a constant. You can only
battle on cost for so long, eventually you
have to jump to innovation. The pressure
from OEM customers for suppliers to deliver
best cost, take on more risk, help them
remove tiers of management in their
organisations that will add to yours is only
going to increase. And those suppliers that
have some sort of winning model at the heart
of everything they are doing, they are the
ones making the step-change.”
The particular technology tools that deliver
the required performance are not necessarily
important, at the root of their application is
the key motivation of ‘why’, he says. That
2015 experience was Castle Precision’s
‘why’. And he concludes: “Our ‘why’ was
been born of a scar that lit a fire in our
business and ultimately seeded future
success for contract after contract to come.
Your ‘why’ will be equally unique to you. For
those that have not yet got a ‘why’ fully
deployed across your companies, the
challenge is for you to find it and then light
that fire that will be the key to future
success.” And it needs to develop and apply
a winning model in pursuit of that. ■
Read more about the detail of Castle
Precision Engineering’s winning model online
in an extended feature: https://is.gd/iyutit
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TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

Loadpoint MicroMachining Solutions
has brought machining
in house, following the
purchase of three new
Hurco machines

Accurate manufacture
Castings machined to high precision with Hurco at Loadpoint;
XYZ equipment supports expanding business at Eclipse Magnetics;
Channing Engineering sticks with Bridgeport brand for fish farmrelated business; supplier & product news in brief

A

ll metalcutting at Loadpoint MicroMachining Solutions has been
brought in house, following the
purchase of three new Hurco (https://is.gd/
utebev) machine tools, with consequent
savings and more. Located at Cricklade,
Wiltshire, Loadpoint Micro-Machining
Solutions invented more than 40 years ago
the industry-standard saw for dicing
semiconductor wafers.
Previously, larger castings that form the
bases of Loadpoint’s products had to be
subcontracted and, apart from slashing that
cost, control over lead time and quality is
much improved. Drawing tolerance is ±5
microns for both straightness and flatness
over the 750 mm length of the largest base
casting for a Loadpoint Macroace
semiconductor wafer dicing saw. This
accuracy is more than held on a 20-tonne,
bridge-type Hurco DCX22 machining centre
with 2,200 by 1,700 by 750 mm working
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volume installed at the firm.
Says Loadpoint’s managing director,
Clive Bond: “We need to hold a high level of
accuracy when manufacturing our machine
components to underpin the precision our
customers need when sawing their
materials with a resin- or metal-bonded
diamond grinding blade, which can be down
to 15 microns wide.

WIDER SPREAD OF APPLICATIONS
“In addition to semiconductor wafer dicing,
these days many applications involve
cutting PZT, a piezoelectric ceramic
material used for a multitude of
applications, from parking sensors to
ultrasound scanners. Glass for making
optical filters, for example, and alumina for
the manufacture of hybrid circuits are also
frequently processed.
“Generally, our equipment has to saw
material within a tolerance of ±3 microns

over a working area of up to 12” diameter.
However, a recent application involved
producing an inkjet printer head from 200
micron thick PZT to significantly higher
precision.
“Over a 60 mm length, 600-micron deep
cuts had to be spaced out at 100 micron
intervals with a pitch-to-pitch accuracy of
under one micron. Tolerances of this order
require that the structure of our machines
is extremely precise.”
A one-metre deep concrete foundation
was prepared to support the DCX22, while
Hurco engineers expended considerable
time and effort during commissioning to
ensure that the required machining
accuracies could be attained, verified using
a Taylor Hobson (https://is.gd/helufe)
autocollimator. All CNC axes have 50 nm
resolution, courtesy of Heidenhain (https://
is.gd/ivugiv) encoders, while the runout for
the 60,000 rpm air bearing spindle
assembly has to be better than a figure of
50 nm TIR.
In order to hold tolerances within ±5
microns over large distances, the company
unclamps the heavy casting and then
simply restrains it in position on the table
during the final operation, which involves
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taking only very light passes with a milling
cutter. The process was successfully
proved out at a Midlands subcontractor
using a similar Hurco DCX machining
centre, prior to Bond’s investment decision.
The two other Hurco machines are a
TM10i lathe that replaces an old manual
lathe – it turns the stainless steel or
titanium flanges that support and clamp the
circular saw blade, also a stainless steel
disc that forms the carrier for a vacuum
chuck that secures material during dicing –
and a VM20i 3-axis machining centre
(1,016 by 508 by 508 mm). The latter
machine also has a hand in finishing parts
machined on the lathe, as well as smaller
castings and components previously made
on a manual-tool-change CNC mill.
Machinists at Cricklade were familiar
with Heidenhain and FANUC (https://is.gd/
ematin) controls, so there was some
skepticism about Hurco’s own WinMax,
which employs a second screen on controls
fitted to the manufacturer’s larger
machining centres. However, Bond
confirmed that operators were
immediately convinced of its
suitability during a
demonstration at a Hurco
Open House held at the
company’s High
Wycombe showroom
and technical centre.
Indeed, menu-driven
programming on the
shopfloor using the
CNC unit’s touchscreens is carried out
all of the time, to the
exclusion of offline program
preparation via CADCAM, even
though Loadpoint machine
components are created in CAD and
available as solid models.
At Eclipse Magnetics, part of the Spear &
Jackson Group of companies, a much wider
product portfolio is now offered, with
magnetic filtration and separation systems
accounting for around 50% of turnover.
Growth in this side of Eclipse Magnetics’
business prompted a review of its in-house
machining capacity and the need to replace
an ageing vertical machining centre that had
25 years of service and was seen to be on
‘borrowed time’.
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The nature of the work to be undertaken,
taking in a mix of standard catalogue and
bespoke systems, meant that any new
machine had to be versatile, easy to set up
and program, as well as providing the
Y-axis travel needed to accommodate the
length of parts across the product range.
“In addition to the size of the machine,
price/performance was also a major driver
in our decision making when it came to the
new machining centre,” says John Parker,
design engineer at Eclipse Magnetics.
“We looked at lots of machines but, after
discussions with one of our subcontractors,
Impact Toolroom Services, who are a user
of XYZ machines, we settled on the XYZ
1000 LR vertical machining centre.”

LIGHT DUTY MACHINING
The machine takes on a range of duties
that includes light milling, drilling and
tapping in materials from stainless steel to
aluminium, so the linear rail XYZ 1000 LR
machine was able to offer the table size
and Y-axis travel that was needed, as well
as the overall performance, in terms
of traverse rates and spindle
speed, these being 20 m/
min in all axes and
8,000 rpm
respectively.
Says Parker:
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“While the machine size and specification
matched our needs, one concern that we
had was the 25-year step in control
technology. Our old machine had a FANUC
control that we programmed using G-code,
therefore the switch to the latest
technology with the Siemens 828D
Shopmill control was a little daunting. What
we found was the simplicity of programming
on the Siemens control meant that we now
program most jobs at the machine, with
offline 3D software on the PC as back-up,
if needed.”
And the 25-year jump in technology was
further eased by the on-site training
provided by XYZ Machine Tools’
applications team. The initial two-day
training session covered the key points,
with the final one-day that is included in the
machine price held over for when required.
“XYZ have looked after us from start to
finish and we are reassured by the fact that
their programming helpline is just a phone
call away, if we ever find ourselves
struggling with anything,” concludes Parker.
At Channing Engineering, a one-off job a
decade and a half ago has turned into a
major stream of business, boosted by a
huge growth in fish farming.
Based near Spalding, Lincolnshire, and
run by Colin Channing, the eight-employee
firm makes parts that are in high demand

An XYZ machining centre is
supporting Eclipse Magnetics’
booming business
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for fish farming businesses in
Norway, the Faroe Islands and in
Canada. As a result, more than half
of its work is now exported, with all
main destinations outside the EU.
With business continuing to grow
and already using a Bridgeport
machining centre, the company
opted to stay with the brand,
working with Engineering Technology
Group (ETG, https://is.gd/ulufay) and
selecting a Hardinge GX710S.
Says Channing: “We are very
busy at the moment, with most of
our work involving short runs of a
few dozen parts off at a time, or
one-off prototyping. Whilst we cover
a wide range of different industries,
including components for racing cars, fish
farming equipment is still the biggest single
source of work for us. The first piece of
work we got, probably 15 years ago, was for
Norway and we found we were quoting
£100 a piece less than the other firms they
were talking to.
“We now make our own version of some
components and, as an industry, it now

Channing Engineering is riding the crest
of a wave with fish farming equipment.
The company stuck with the Bridgeport
brand when it needed more capacity
accounts for around 60% of our workload,
supplying customers in Norway, the Faroe
Islands and Canada. It has just snowballed.
“And there’s no sign of a slowdown. Fish

farming has been the fastest growing
sector of the food industry for the last
two decades and global farmed fish
production is expected to expand by a
third by 2026.”
As to the machine selection, he
explains: “The previous machine was
a highly reliable piece of kit, so it
made sense to get another Bridgeport.
It has been a while since we’ve had to
replace a piece of equipment and it
was the first time we have worked with
ETG. Everything went very smoothly,
and when any issues did crop up, we
received a rapid response, which is
just what you want with a significant
investment.”
The Bridgeport Hardinge GX710S is
a 3-axis vertical machining centre with 20
tools on an ATC carousel (instead of
umbrella change as standard) and a spindle
speed of up to 12,000 rpm (10,000 is
standard). Table size is 800 by 400mm,
with travels of 710, 400 and 430 mm (X, Y,
Z). It has been equipped with a Siemens
control to provide optimum accuracy and
allow for fast transfer of data. ■

Industry & product news in brief
■ The hunt is on for the oldest Giddings & Lewis machine tool as
the brand celebrates its 160th anniversary this month.
https://is.gd/udecag
■ MACH Machine Tools, part of the Vigilance Group, has
appointed Mike Corbett as its CNC divisional manager.
https://is.gd/uwesuj
■ Ward CNC has strengthened its service proposition and
technical capabilities with the launch of a dedicated technical
support team for customers. https://is.gd/iwuguz
■ Mills CNC has appointed a seasoned sales manager with
significant production engineering and automation systems
experience to head up its collaborative robot (cobot) business.
Peter McCullough has been named as product manager – Doosan
Robotics, a newly created position within Mills CNC’s Automation
Division. https://is.gd/upeluk
■ XYZ Machine Tools has continued its record-breaking run of
year-end results by posting an 11% increase in turnover for
2018/19, taking it to £33.9 million. https://is.gd/gifuqu
■ The Tornos CU2007 milling centre has entered the next stage
of its evolution with a 7-axis variant. In short, the machine has a
second dividing head with rotary and linear axes that enables it
to be converted into a bar-feeding device. In addition, the extra
dividing head allows the sixth face to be machined.
https://is.gd/nafiko
■ Mitsui Seiki’s newly developed HU100-TS 5-axis horizontal
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machining
centre (above) is built to
produce large, hard metal components that are better
suited for tilt-spindle processing than trunnion table machines.
https://is.gd/yareta
■ Mills CNC is now offering the Doosan DNM 6700XL vertical
machining centre, which features an X axis of 2.1 m.
https://is.gd/covoma
■ XYZ Machine Tools is offering the latest Heidenhain TNC 620
control as a standard option across its heavy duty range of
vertical machining centres. https://is.gd/ofubos
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Filtermist has purchased the assets of Carter
Environmental Engineers Ltd’s Air Services
Division meaning we can now offer wet dust
collectors under the Dustcheck brand.
•
•
•

Protect operators from harmful dust
Prevent explosions & minimise breakdowns
Protect the environment

Don’t settle for dust from metal,
speak to one of our experts today
on 01782 599454 or visit
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CADCAM & PRODUCTION IT DISSECTING DEVELOPMENTS

A dive into the detail
A round-up of latest CADCAM and production IT system developments, covering: simulation; automation;
5-axis machining; turning; profiling; bending; punching; laser welding; inspection; and manufacturing
management

#

simulation CGTech: Force Calibration –
A bespoke software package that helps
users calibrate Vericut Force such that it can
replicate real-world cutting conditions. An
ISO standard range of over 100 materials is
already available, but for others, Force
Calibration supports Force CNC program
optimisation (milling or turning) via a
material characterisation file derived from a
series of test cuts. More details: https://is.
gd/urovab

#

simulation Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence: NCSIMUL 2020.0 – Users
can now execute tasks for existing projects
on a remote server. Automation functionality
gives wider control of jobs on other devices,
by communicating with distant servers. More
details: https://is.gd/botoyo

5-axis_machining
Hexagon
Manufacturing
Intelligence: WorkNC
V2020.0 – Advanced Toolform
supports 5-axis machining for any
tool shape – barrels, ovals, parabolics etc –
with calculation over part surfaces, including
negative offsets (allowances). Advanced
Toolform allows multiple surfaces to be
machined at the same time, using CAD
models from any source, solid- or surfacebased. Added to the Wall Machining toolpath
are Spiral patterns and 2D toolpath
compensation, with sharp edges now
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automation Tebis –
Automation combined with
feature recognition supports
consistent, repeatable
programming. Engineers that
program differently to their
colleagues may inadvertently
cause inconsistent quality or
fail to get the best use out
of their system. Tebis aims
to standardise processes
with automation. Its software can
scan a component and auto-detect all CAD features.
A library of such features can have associated variables, and the software
can automate machining processes based on those, picking up the correct tools for, say,
the correct size hole automatically. Tebis has standard technology packages, templates,
that can provide a start, but will help users set up tailored templates. Tebis software can,
from colour-coded CAD surfaces, identify required surface finish or tolerance, further
supporting automated programming. Video: https://is.gd/oguzew

protected by a corner smoothing radius,
while retracts have been optimised to
increase productivity and reduce machining
time. Elsewhere, performance improvements
have been made in Waveform roughing, on
Holder and 5-axis Machine Collision
checking, plus 3D Stock initialisation.
More details: https://is.gd/banafa

WorkNC V2020.2
5-axis machining

#

#

#

5-axis_machining #turning
#inspection Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence:
Edgecam – A 5-axis ‘Tilt’ control
strategy, combined with a ‘Barrel Cutter’
is the most significant enhancement.
The cycle also offers further gouge
checking in the ‘Swarf’ command, along
with extra ‘link’ control in all strategies.
More generally, the machining engine will
only compute data constrained within the
boundary, ignoring the rest of the model,
generating toolpaths faster. Waveform
Machining Strategy has been enhanced
with ‘Chip Prevention’ control, helping to
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avoid tool breakage. The ‘Deep Hole’
strategy gets its own cycle, while there’s
greater control over the toolpath.
For turning, a new machining cycle –
Thread Profiling – allows users to machine
complex form threads such as VAM and
ACME. And ‘Finish Grooving’ now lets users
control the ‘Break Edge’ angle.
The recently introduced Edgecam Inspect
module includes 13 upgrades, while around
50 enhancements have been made to the
optional Edgecam Designer module. More
details: https://is.gd/qefaco

Edgecam 5-axis
machining
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#

5-axis_machining Open Mind:
hyperMILL – Complementing the
innovative 5-axis strategies for finish
machining employing conical barrel cutters
introduced previously is the latest ‘5-Axis
Prismatic Fillet Finishing’ strategy of version
2019.1. This rounds off the hyperMILL MAXX
Machining Package, allowing plunging and
pulling tool movements to be made very
simply in the fillet area, using a high feed
rate. More details: https://is.gd/ledali

#

profiling Hypertherm: ProNest 2019 –
A minor version update that takes in:
direct import of vector-based PDF files, such
as engineering drawings or specification
sheets, eliminating the need for separate
.dxf and .dwg files; scribe text additions that
make it possible to automatically mark parts
during import with unique identifying

#

#
ProNest 2019
information; reposition of work zones,
allowing parts to span multiple work zones in
a single nest. For ProNest LT software, new
features are: cutting techniques used now
based on sections of a part’s geometry;
automatic height control can be
automatically disabled, based on certain
parameters; and PDF import, as above.
More details: https://is.gd/obokiz

5-axis_machining #automation #simulation Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence:
Alphacam V2020.0 – A claimed industry-first, the post-processor engine directly
configures and deploys a simulation session, resulting in more realistic motion, as well
as the ability to support cycles such as M6. Enhancements to the ‘Automation’ suite
improve user experience and productivity when creating and deploying job configurations.
On solids machining, most industry packages are only concerned with extracting features
from solids, but Alphacam allows direct interaction with them. The ‘Rough/Finish’
command (profiling) now allows users to directly select and machine a solid face and for
machines that support tool compensation on custom orientations (planes), precision
parts can be created with minimal effort, via the use of G41/G42. Advanced 5-axis
functionality has been updated; key is the ability to integrate the ‘Toolpath Optimiser’ into
a core cycle that can then be stored in a machining style and deployed with ‘Automation’,
together with an update to 5-axis functionality to support barrel and double profile milling
tools. Improvements in ‘Swarf’ machining, multi-axis roughing and toolpath smoothing are
also included. More details: https://is.gd/enabuy
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profiling #punching #bending
#manufacturing_management
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence:
Radan 2020.0 – Further reduction in
mouse-clicks has been made, with
improvements to nesting and reporting
delivering increases in efficiency. New
‘Quick Nest’ mode provides a more visual
interface, with limited upfront set-up for
projects, while a redesigned ‘new project’
dialog allows users to get nesting quicker.
It is also easier for users to pick up on
previous projects. Elsewhere, complex
projects can be achieved using the new
punching tool type for flattening features
in the tool editor.
Radtube sees further improvements to
the common line cutting feature. Users
can now optimise the nest either by
material usage or by cycle time. Radtube
reporting has been improved to include QR
codes, bar codes and images. The reports
can be output automatically and in the
required format.
Radquote has been enhanced with
many updates; a highlight being the new
nesting engine for material calculations.
As soon as a quote turns into an order,
Radquote automatically exports all the
information needed as a PDF file for
records, for emailing to the customer as
an order confirmation, or as data in CSV or
text format. This can be linked to a
company’s ERP/MRP system. A new
Radquote feature, ‘Customer Specific
Import Template’, allows information such
as DXF files to be automatically analysed,
according to the specific customer by
setting up a template. A default delivery
time can also be added automatically to
the quote, along with a calculation for
delivery costs, based on a new ‘distance’
field for customer data.
Radbend now has additional monitoring
in place that checks the unfold geometry
to ensure it is manufacturable. More
details https://is.gd/vuxela
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#

laser_welding Trumpf – Designed to
work with Trumpf’s TruLaser Weld 5000
laser welding cell, new TruTops Weld
programming software supports offline
welding programming. In the cell, the
TeachLine sensor system automatically
adjusts generated programs to match the
actual position of the part.
Video: https://is.gd/yagisi

#

inspection Faro: CAM2 2019 metrology
software – This now supports the Faro
Prizm Color Laser Line Probe and the 6Probe
Laser Tracker. It sets a new standard for
intelligent metrology via improved ease of
use, interactivity, flexibility and targeted,
actionable intelligence. For example, 6Probe
users can program button configurations and
then interact with the software through the
device. Additionally, Faro Laser Line Probe
users can obtain immediate visual feedback
of part quality via live deviation colour
scans. And with ‘Built-In Universal CAD
Importer’, all major CAD file formats can be
imported. CAM2 2019 also features a
standard set of software instructions that
automatically guide users, visually and
audibly. Linked with that, ‘Scanning Profiles’
enable users to select the appropriate scan
setting with the click of a button. Finally,
CAM2 2019 builds on CAM2 2018’s
‘Repeat Part Management (RPM) Control
Center’ by delivering actionable intelligence
through statistically-based graphs and
results for trend analysis and predictive
alerts.
More details:
https://
is.gd/
zihake

#

inspection IndySoft: V12 – Over 200 new
features and performance enhancements,
the largest update in the company’s 20-year
history, provide even better support for
calibration and asset management. An issue
identified by users was syncing data back to
the lab when a calibration technician did offsite field work where internet access was not
available. A local ‘starter database’ is
updated in the field and then, when
connected to the internet, synced back to the
lab, with lab updates such as calibration
procedure or master modifications
automatically sent to the field technician. No
additional technician training is required and
the lab is able to invoice the same day. Test
points have also received attention. The
system is more powerful and easier to use,
especially for customers familiar with Excel.
IndySoft has added a wealth of new fields
throughout the software; from test
points, to events, to customer
information, there are over
60 new fields that allow
for complete
customisation. IndySoft
Spreadsheet, an Excel
clone, allows users to
work natively with the
IndySoft V12
spreadsheet document file
environment without using any
external spreadsheet software. Finally, ISO/
IEC 17025 compliance revision status and
change tracking are easier to manage.
https://is.gd/wezufa

#

#

#

manufacturing_management Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence: Workplan
2020.0 – It now takes in features normally
only found in MES solutions, making it a main
tool for centralising a company’s data to
improve production management, including
machine events, monitoring, CMMs, CAM
supervision, workflow and part traceability.
It boasts: internet solutions for job time
tracking via the world wide web; a simple and
efficient stock management solution for
companies managing wood or steel panel-type
materials; a basket of operations grouped by
service, allowing management of all cost
distribution; and an interface to Enterprise and
Online versions of QuickBooks accounting
software. More details: https://is.gd/nopira

manufacturing_management CES:
ESTIM – Calculating the time and
material to support quotations is ESTIM’s
focus. The latest release combines material,
tooling and plant data, as it has always
done, to derive the cycle time, adds in the
material cost to give you a bid price and now
draws the economical batch quantity curve,
generates the quotation and emails it to the
customer. The quotation becomes an
associated document linked to the part
revision, plus other drawings and documents
can be referenced at the appropriate part or
operation level. The ‘Shop Floor Documents’
and a history of the product and its
production processes is thus built up. Video
clips, DXF and DWG files can be viewed,
while sizes can be taken from the drawing by
clicking on a feature. Exported attributes
from drawings can be used to create
multiple operations, thus automating the
planning time study of common parts.
When a design change is made, the
time study, and hence price, changes
in unison, running ESTIM in the
background of a CAD workstation.
Attributes can be compiled from any
third-party package using the Excel
Spreadsheet format. ESTIM now uses
Microsoft SQL, Oracle MySQL or Vesta
Cloud database technology in place of
Borland Paradox. ESTIM has many ways of
interfacing with other applications. (Video
tutorials: https://ces-ltd.co.uk/estim-faqs.)
More details: https://is.gd/isugan
manufacturing_management Magic
Software: FactoryEye – this features
intuitive and user-friendly dashboards that
provide manufacturers with the analyses
that they need in order to make faster and
smarter decisions based on real-time data
and business analytics. More details
https://is.gd/ucifaz ■
Magic Software
provides data
‘dashboards’

Faro CAM 2 2019
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Save time and money
with the world’s leading
CNC verification software

Avoid collision, scrap

 parts and broken tools.



Reduce down time &
increase productivity.

Speed implementation
of new CNC machines.



Optimise feed rates
for faster cycle times.





Train without using
production time.

In today’s competitive manufacturing environment, software verification is essential to your
ability to produce on-time, high quality parts at a minimum cost. With VERICUT you can run
a part on an unmanned machine and be confident that it will be right the first time, every time.

Visit www.cgtech.co.uk to learn more
Right first time. Every time.
Curtis House, 34 Third Avenue, Hove, BN3 2PD
+44 (0)1273 773538 • info.uk@cgtech.com
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One of the Amada PCSAW 430XAX
bandsaws on site at Barrett
Engineering Steel

Bandsaws
bare their teeth
Two steel stockholding businesses and a laboratory reveal the reasons behind their
recent bandsaw purchases and detail benefits now being leveraged. Steed Webzell has more

E

stablished by Henry Barrett in 1866,
Barrett Steel Ltd has grown to become
the UK’s largest independent steel
stockholder, today consisting of four divisions
with more than 40 companies operating from
26 sites. Due to higher business levels being
experienced by the Barrett Engineering Steel
division, a search for an efficient sawing
solution that would meet requirements at two
sites in the Midlands and northwest was
undertaken. This search prompted the
company to invest in a pair of Amada PCSAW
430X/AX pulse cutting automatic bandsaws,
which were supplied by Accurate Cutting
Services (https://is.gd/gizilo).
When compared with conventional

bandsaws, Accurate Cutting Services says
that Amada PC series machines deliver faster
cutting by employing a novel mechanism to
‘pulse’ the blade feed pressure. This pulse
forces the bandsaw’s tips to overcome any
work hardening through the cut, and eliminate
the unwelcome vibration harmonics that
create noise and damage tip material.
Barrett Engineering Steel’s Midlands
branch manager, Rob Fern, explains the
reasons for purchasing the bandsaws:
“In addition to build quality, the pulse
capabilities provide the speed – especially on
large diameters – and accuracy that we
require. The main consoles also clearly
display an estimated finish time for each job,
A bundle of boron steel being
loaded onto the KASTOwin 4.6 at
Thomas Graham & Sons
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which permits operatives to plan upcoming
cuts, while the ability to download data
related to blade performance is extremely
useful for monitoring KPIs and promoting
continuous business improvement.”
Barrett Engineering Steel is currently
using its 430 mm cutting capacity Amada
machines to saw carbon and alloy grade
steel, in both black and bright bar, including
the company’s latest EN30B stock.
“In addition to the bandsaws, we bought
an RT feed conveyor,” says Fern. “The
conveyor gives us the benefit of semiautomation and has resulted in a significant
reduction in downtime. Indeed, the saw can
run unattended for up to two whole shifts.”
Also sporting a long history (since 1892)
is 200-employee, family-run Thomas Graham
& Sons, which is based in Carlisle. One of its
divisions is devoted to steel stockholding,
which has seen a significant rise in cutting
capacity, following the purchase of a
KASTOwin 4.6 (460 mm cutting range)
bandsaw from Kasto (https://is.gd/omiyuv).
The machine was installed to fulfil a new
contract for cutting 350 tonnes (per year) of
mild steel alloyed with boron. Used by a
forestry industry truck manufacturer for
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producing chain links, the lengths of flat bar
need high boron content to promote
hardness during heat treatment. Bundles of
24 bars of 50 by 20 mm cross section, and
with two bevelled edges, are sawn into 280
mm lengths. Each cycle comprises 10 cuts,
producing a total of 240 billets. The billets
are removed from the output roller table
before the next cycle starts.

FIRST KASTO DELIVERS FAST CUTS
Thomas Graham’s operations director, Phil
Barnes, says: “The KASTOwin is our first
bandsaw from this supplier, but our eleventh
on site. Boron steel is not especially difficult
to cut using a standard bi-metal blade, so
it’s a simple contract to fulfil, but the
automatic Kasto saw does it extremely well,
day-in, day-out, easily holding the required
±1 mm tolerance. We were expecting each
bundle cutting cycle to take eight hours, but
in fact, it is completed in just three-and-ahalf hours.”
Barnes says this performance is partly
down to the 10 minutes per cycle that is
saved by the saw’s ability to start the trim
cut automatically when each bundle is
loaded. On other machines, it is first
necessary to cut the bundle (to level the
face), then measure the bar before
production can start.
More important for achieving the high
level of productivity is the adaptive downfeed on the bandsaw, called
KASTOrespond. This function allows a band
feed rate that is higher than would
otherwise be feasible, as it is automatically
backed off momentarily, should the built-in
pressure sensor detects a rise in cutting
force. Spikes in cutting force can occur
when the blade reaches the transition
between layers of bars in the bundle, or if it
encounters a hard spot in the material.
With KASTOrespond, optimal force on the
blade is maintained throughout the cycle,
ensuring good quality of cut and avoiding
damage to the blade.
Since the bandsaw was installed, the
higher-than-expected productivity on the
boron steel job has provided spare capacity
for the general-purpose cutting of steel bar,
such as EN8 and EN24T, from 10 to 300
mm in diameter, either singly or in bundles.
Barnes advises that work transferred from
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other machines to the Kasto is completed
in approximately half the time, commenting
that when the operator returns to the saw,
the job is nearly always finished and ready
to be unloaded.
“We have an evolving customer base,
more than half of which requires cut-tolength material, so sawing is a crucial
function,” he says. “Certainly, the
KASTOwin has been a revelation, in terms
of its productivity and accuracy of cut.”
Away for material stockholders, Rotech
Laboratories has purchased its third Cosen
SH-4030 semi-automatic bandsaw machine
from UK agent Sawcraft (https://is.gd/
bamoto). The investment was made to
facilitate increased production demands at
the company’s testing laboratory in
Wednesbury.
Rotech offers an extensive schedule of
UKAS-accredited tests and is NADCAP

certified for cleanliness verification. The
company’s wide range of materials testing
services is offered to many sectors of
industry. Major test work includes failure
analysis, product finish testing,
microstructural evaluation, mechanical
testing and weld testing.
Operations manager David Skeldon, who
has worked with Sawcraft for many years,
says that the company is “very happy with
the past performance of the existing SH4030 models, as well as the level of
service and aftersales support provided by
Sawcraft, which made this the obvious saw
of choice to purchase”.
The Cosen SH-4030 has the ability to
cut up to 300 mm diameter round bar and
400 mm wide plate. Heavy duty
construction makes the saw suitable for
applications such as large billets, dies and
plate material. ■

Latest sawing & steelworking news in brief
■ Sharp & Tappin used the recent JEC World exhibition in Paris to launch its range of
Compcut composite plate saws into mainland Europe. This range of Sharp & Tappin
saws has won positive acclaim in the UK market for precision, accuracy and
consistency, demonstrating high standards for cut quality, parallelism and
perpendicularity. At JEC World, the company highlighted its Compcut 200 model,
a compact unit that has proved popular across the UK with R&D companies, university
departments and composite test centres. https://is.gd/ficuxo
■ The biennial IPS (International Partners in Steel)
trade event was once again hosted by Kaltenbach
(https://is.gd/gifaka) at its group headquarters in
Lörrach, Germany, last month. The twelfth edition
of this event featured demonstrations of the latest
processing technologies, practical seminars, and
exclusive excursions designed to inform visitors
about the latest innovations. Focus areas included
in the programme were: sheet metal, pipe and
profile processing; handling and intra-logistics;
separating and cutting; joining, welding and
fastening; forming; and tooling. Around 40 partner
companies also exhibited and presented seminars
at IPS 2019.

IPS 2019 took place last month
at Kaltenbach in Germany

■ Dynashape, the saw blade specialist now based in Stourbridge, has been absent
from the worldwide web for a few years now. Since its takeover by Addison Saws
(https://is.gd/uhufaw), the company has been busy reshaping its factory and operating
processes, and now has a newly-developed website. While there is no e-commerce
facility at present, the online platform acts as an interactive brochure, providing insight
into what potential customers might expect from Dynashape’s services. The site covers
HSS and TCT saw blade sharpening, and what options customers have when it comes
to buying new circular saw blades, bandsaw blades and tooling.
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If machines
were to decide...

Jaw module
with SPANNTOP or TOPlus chuck

… they’d love
Tebis NC programs!
243616_V2_MACH_Micron 26/04/2019 14:30 Page 1

Machines love Tebis because they manufacture
masterpieces in record time whilst ensuring their very best
surface finish, highest efficiency and maximum safety.

Larger clamping range – smaller chuck
Minimal interference contour
Flexible, fast and repeatable change-over to
clamping head or mandrel clamping
Deadlength clamping with jaws

HIGH-QUALITY
EFFICIENT
RELIABLE

Find out more at www.tebis.com
Call 024 7615 8178 or
email info-uk@tebis.com

Clamping with pull-back effect through the use
of clamping head or mandrel

ASK FOR A DEMO
AND TALK TO TEBIS!
www.hainbuch.uk

The NEW standard
in 5-Axis machining

1801 Tebis advert 124x86mm.indd 1

30/01/2018 21:48

No need for special tooling or pre-stamping
Compact design for collision free tool paths
High stability and precision - no need for
pre-stamping
Grip on 3mm - excellent accessibility
Use with short, standard tooling

Find out more at
www.roemheld.co.uk
or call 01462 459052
Roemheld workholding. Driving Innovation through Manufacturing
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WORKHOLDING & ACCESSORIES JAW-DROPPING INNOVATION
Workholding from
Thame in action at
LoneStar Leeds

Catching
hold of efficiency
Subcontractor chooses Roemheld for robotised VMC; energy sector specialist opts for Thame; gearbox
component manufacturer benefits from Schunk. Steed Webzell has the details

P

redominantly a contract machinist of
turned parts requiring a significant
amount of milling and drilling, Rousant
Sherwood Manufacturing in Henley-on-Thames
uses more than a dozen CNC turning centres,
mainly from Nakamura (EGT, https://is.gd/
ulufay). For expediency, however, some parts
are mill-turned on vertical machining centres,
including three Topper machines
(Matchmaker CNC, https://is.gd/jasafa), one
of which has been automated to increase
production efficiency.
Roemheld UK (https://is.gd/nobupe) was
chosen to supply a range of hydraulic items
to fulfil the automation project, including: an
MC100Z concentric vice and a block cylinder
that acts as a tailstock to secure the
component between centres for Op 1; a pair
of swing-clamps to hold the component for Op
2; rotary unions for both pre-existing,
pneumatically-operated indexing heads to
feed the hydraulics to the fixtures without
tangling the hoses; and a hydraulic power
pack.
At the start of a day’s production, the
robot opens the VMC’s doors, picks up a 67
mm diameter by 180 mm long cylindrical
stainless steel billet weighing 8 kg from a
table at the front of the machine, and places
it in a horizontal orientation in the hydraulic
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Roemheld vice, which executes a soft close.
The tailstock advances so that its centre
pushes the billet to an end stop at the back
of the jaw, whereupon full clamping pressure
is applied.
With the part now held securely in position
and free to be rotated through 360° by the
left-hand indexing head on which the vice is
mounted, Op 1 consists of milling two
diametrically-opposed flats along the length
of the billet, drilling and chamfering three
holes through the flats, and drilling and
grooving two blind holes on either side. The
component is then indexed through 90° for a
small pocket to be milled.

ROBOTS AT WORK
After opening the doors, the robot picks up
the part-machined component and transfers it
to the Op 2 fixture, mounted on the second
indexing head on the right-hand side of the
VMC table, where the workpiece is secured
by Roemheld swing clamps. A fresh billet is
loaded into the vice so that its Op 1 cycle can
be completed in parallel with Op 2 on the
previous part.
Op 2 comprises drilling and tapping a blind
hole in one end face of the billet and drilling
two holes at an angle through the small
pocket on the side so that they intersect
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internally. The entire cycle takes just over one
hour to complete.
Moving north to the Leeds facility of the
LoneStar Group, further workholding
innovation can be found. LoneStar Leeds
specialises in the manufacture of products
that include valve gates, stems, seats and
metallic seals for the oil and gas,
petrochemical, power generation and
renewable energy markets. The facility
houses 13 machining centres, taking in
vertical, horizontal and twin-pallet units with
capacities up to 2,300 by 800 mm.
Investment has also been made in
workholding equipment that reduces job
changeover times and increases production
efficiencies.
Jon Collinge, managing director at
LoneStar Leeds, says: “Having invited Thame
Workholding [https://is.gd/fahawo] to visit our
site and assess a series of soon-to-bemanufactured thin-walled parts with
challenging specifications, the InoTop jaw
system was recommended. The system
proved to be ideal for securely holding the
parts without causing deformation or
compromising roundness. In addition, the use
of InoTop accelerated production in this
potentially problematic area. Given the
elimination of scrap and the significant time
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Rollstar uses the Schunk Rota NCR
1250 for low-deformation clamping of
gearboxes
savings we now achieve, our InoTop jaw
system is ahead of schedule on its projected
ROI.”
Working on the principle of centring the
workpiece on its outside diameter without the
application of pressure, then clamping from
the inside diameter, InoTop prevents
unwanted polygon formations in the clamping
process.
Clamping devices clearly have a significant

influence on the precision and costeffectiveness that can be achieved in the
manufacture of many parts, including gearbox
components. For this reason, Rollstar AG has
recently invested in a large, six-jaw pendulum
compensation chuck with a quick-change jaw
system and rapid adjustment mechanism
from Schunk (https://is.gd/nuyevi).
The Schunk Rota NCR 1250 six-jaw
pendulum compensation chuck is used by
Egliswil, Switzerland-based Rollstar to
manufacture gears on a Pittler PV 1600
vertical turn-mill centre.
Was it a worthwhile investment?
“Definitely,” states Christian Märki,
purchasing manager and member of the
extended management team at Rollstar.
“Due to the machine design, including the
clamping devices, we were able to reduce
set-up times by half, while decreasing the
reject rate by 75%.”
Schunk’s Rota NCR six-jaw pendulum
compensation chuck consists of a central
chuck piston carrying three inner pendulums
aligned at 120°. Each pendulum is connected
to two base jaws. This configuration ensures

workpiece centring is accomplished by
employing six contact points, adjusted in
pairs. As the clamping forces are directed
towards the chuck centre, optimum centring
is achieved without distortion of the
workpiece. The chuck adjusts to the
workpiece with its oscillating jaws.
“We use two sets of base jaws and set up
the top jaws outside the machine; in other
words, while machining is still in progress,”
explains team leader Daniel Fierz. “The set-up
process for the second operation then takes
only 20 minutes, including cleaning.”
Here, the base jaws are pushed open,
before they automatically lock in place and
secured with a quarter-turn of the torque
wrench. Due to the fast jaw adjustment, the
base jaw position can be adjusted easily in
just a few simple steps.
“The quick adjustment feature allows me
to set the clamping range in defined steps,”
explains machine operator Willy Ummel.
In the past, up to two hours were required
for the conventional set-up of such large
workpieces. Today, it takes Ummel less than
30 minutes. ■

Latest industry & product news
■ On 18 July, Schunk will be hosting a customer innovation day
in collaboration with cutting tool specialist Walter GB at the
AMRC Knowledge Transfer Centre (KTC) near Sheffield. The event
is an opportunity for manufacturers specialising in the
aerospace sector to witness best practice 5-axis
workholding and machining via both presentations
and practical shopfloor demonstrations. Core focus
will be on Vero-S Aviation, Schunk’s clamping unit
solution for structural aerospace parts. https://is.gd/
topijo

checked at the spindle nose. Availability is via UK reseller OR3D.
https://is.gd/icajif

■ Japanese manufacturer Kitagawa, represented
in the UK and Ireland by sole sales agent 1st
Machine Tool Accessories, has introduced the
first in its MK series of general-purpose rotary
tables. The MK200, which has a 200 mm
diameter faceplate, features increased holding
torque compared to the MR-series table that is
now superseded. Faster, heavier duty, more
productive machining of the clamped workpiece
■ Zoller UK (https://is.gd/evacuc) has released its
The Kitagawa MK200 is now
is said to result. https://is.gd/oqunus
range of Smart Cabinet storage solutions. This
practical range of software-linked products can be
available from 1st MTA
■ The latest generation Testit clamping force
used to store a variety of individual components,
measurement device from Hainbuch (https://is.gd/buzoru)
tools, vices, chucks and other items. Essentially, Smart Cabinets
features updated electronics and a lower price. Testit is now
record, manage and store every item ergonomically and
made up of two parts: the test module or measuring unit, which
intuitively. That means no more physical searching, no more
changes depending on the specific measurement application;
incorrect storage and no more downtime due to missing items.
and the IT module or basic unit. Combining the different variants
makes for a flexible solution that can be used on multi-spindle
■ API’s newly-developed SwivelCheck measures and calibrates
machines, lathes and machining
machine tool rotary axes, tilt tables and pendulum axes. The
centres.
instrument utilises a servo-driven motor in conjunction with an
electronic level and precision rotary encoder to measure multiple
parameters in a single set-up. API says that SwivelCheck is easy
Right, Hainbuch’s latest Testit is
to set-up, offers ±400° swing and allows tilting axes to be
offered at a lower price
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n Front loading 600mm diameter trunnion rotary table 90 rpm.
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n Side-mounted 24, 30, 48 or 60 tools ATC for quick tool changing.
n Linear scales X Y and Z (optional on XYZ UMC 4+1).
n High precision encoders on A and C axis pivot centres.
n Thermal growth compensation.

Call today
for the full
technical
12 page
brochure.

n Gantry frame machine.
n Over 200 installed in Europe.
n Comes with fully dedicated 5 axis
XYZ Service, Programming
and Sales Engineers.
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How many set-ups does it take
to produce a dice on a VMC ?
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extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.

ENERGY SECTOR SUPPLEMENT
WHAT DOES NET-ZERO MEAN FOR THE OIL & GAS SECTOR?

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

Sector’s new vision

In writing about the energy sector, much of relevance to Machinery’s
readership being oil- and gas-related equipment production, the elephant in
the room is climate change. Although that elephant is trumpeting loudly

W

ith the UK’s Committee on Climate
Change (CCC) having this year
recommended a new emissions
target for the UK of net-zero greenhouse gases
by 2050, the country’s production and use of
both oil and gas (and derivatives) is front and
centre. If replicated across the world, and
coupled with ambitious near-term reductions in
emissions, CCC’s approach would deliver a
greater than 50% chance of limiting the
temperature increase to 1.5 °C by the end of
this century, the report says. But for the UK,
most sectors will need to reduce emissions
close to zero without offsetting, while that
target cannot be met by simply adding mass
removal of CO2 onto the existing plans for the
80%-from-1990 target, it further adds (The
Climate Change Act committed the UK to
reducing carbon emissions by at least 80% by
2050, compared to 1990 levels; this is now to
be changed to be almost zero by 2050, under
the terms of a new government plan). Cost to
the UK of achieving the CCC’s net-zero by 2050
target, by the way, is variously put at between
1-2% of GDP in 2050, £50bn annually, or £1trn
in total, the latter according to Chancellor Philip
Hammond.
Looking at the Paris Agreement of 2018,
which the CCC report references, the 2050
energy requirement to limit global warming to
20,000

1.5 °C by the end of the century, compared to
2010, is: total energy demand grows by 8%;
renewable energy’s share of electricity
generation grows by 78%; coal’s contribution in
primary energy falls 82%; oil’s by 55%; gas’s by
25%; nuclear energy grows by 163%;
bioenergy’s contribution increases by a massive
203%; and primary energy from non-biomass
renewables jumps by 1,060%. To limit warming
by 2 °C is less onerous, but still challenging.
How does such an ambition sit against the
global outlook for energy, though? Well, the
International Energy Agency’s (IEA) World Energy
Outlook (WEO) publication is the definitive tome
to which to turn. The organisation most
prominently offers two scenarios from its 2018
report (2019 out later this year): the New
Policies Scenario (NPS), which incorporates
existing energy policies, as well as an
assessment of the results likely to stem from
the implementation of announced policy
intentions; and the Sustainable Development
Scenario (SDS), which outlines an integrated
approach to achieving internationally agreed
objectives on climate change, air quality and
universal access to modern energy. Both show
figures through to 2040. The SDS shows global
CO2 emissions peaking before 2020 and
declining swiftly. “By 2040, emissions are at
the lower end of a range of publicly available
International Energy Agency’s
Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS)
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decarbonisation scenarios, all of which
estimate a temperature increase of around
1.7-1.8 °C in 2100,” it says.
Looking at the NPS scenario for primary
energy sources, global consumption grows
around 17% from today to become just above
17,500 million tonnes of oil equivalent (MTOE),
with coal and oil consumption starting to flatten
by 2040; all other primary sources grow.
Looking at the SDS, the total energy level is
lower than today in 2040, at something like
14,000 MTOE, with oil’s contribution starting to
drop from 2025, coal’s having started falling
from 2017, gas’s contribution stays around
constant from 2025, bioenergy is constant from
around 2017, nuclear and hydro show very
gradual growth over time, with other renewables
the key expanding contributor.
After 2040, in aiming for 1.5 °C by 2100,
SDS tracks progress for net-zero in 2060 and
thereafter a negative figure for CO2 contribution.
On negative CO2 emissions it says: “Global
negative emissions would require large-scale
deployment of technologies that achieve net
removal of CO2 from the atmosphere, all of
which face severe technical, economic and
resource constraints.” For a +2 °C target in
2100, net-zero is hit around 2100.
In a ‘Faster Transition Scenario’, the IEA
offers an energy transition of “exceptional
depth, scope and speed, leading to faster
reduction of emissions before 2040, for
example additional investment to avoid locking
in high-carbon infrastructure and to create
conditions for increased innovation.” But a
focus solely on climate means that other
energy-related policy objectives would not be
achieved, it highlights.
Net-zero by 2050 is clearly a tough ask, but
this ball is not going to stop rolling. On World
Environment Day, 8 June, the Treasury
Committee launched a new inquiry into the
decarbonisation of the UK economy and green
finance (https://is.gd/yewuka). Chair Rt Hon.
Nicky Morgan MP said: “Climate change is one
of the most pressing issues of our time. With
recent protests and demonstrations, it has shot
up the political agenda.
“Whilst decarbonising the UK economy
presents significant challenges, it also provides
an opportunity for the financial services sector
to unlock its green potential.” And she added
that decarbonising an economy doesn’t mean it
has to stop growing. Underlining that, Simon
Clarke MP, Member of the Treasury Committee,
said: “Since 1990, the UK has reduced its
carbon emissions by more than 40%, and our
economy has grown by more than two thirds.
But we need to do more.” That 40% may be
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Deirdre Michie, OGUK
chief executive
argued, as during that time there’s been a
massive shift of production to other countries,
exporting our emissions. Carbon Brief (https://
is.gd/rutope) has more on this, saying:
“Domestic emissions reductions were largely
offset by increased CO2 embodied in imported
goods until the mid-2000s. However, reductions
since around 2007 have not been offset by CO2
in imported goods.” But it does also say:
“If underlying factors driving emissions had not
changed, a growing population and a constant
electricity generation mix would have led to
emissions increasing by around 25%, compared
to 1990 levels.” So, progress there has been,
but CCC’s report and IEA’s SDS and SDS+
present big challenges.
Yet trade body Oil & Gas UK (OGUK) sees
good news for the UK supply chain. Speaking in
May at an industry conference, SNS2019,
Deirdre Michie, OGUK chief executive, unveiled
‘Vision 2035’, which sets out the industry’s
ambition to meet as much of the country’s oil
and gas needs from home-produced resources,
expand opportunities for the UK supply chain
across the energy sector at home and abroad
and, through the energy transition, support a
lower carbon future.
At a later OGUK conference, she expanded
on this, saying: “Official figures show that
production from our offshore industry will be
needed to meet two thirds of the UK’s oil and
gas energy needs, while the gap between what
we produce and what we need to heat our
homes and fuel our cars is made up from
imports, shipped from across the world, often
with a bigger carbon footprint.
“It’s why the Climate Change Committee
report talked about “energy sovereignty” and
the need to make up that demand from
domestic resources while we transition to a
lower carbon future.”
OGUK will solicit industry views and publish
a roadmap later this year. And having already
committed to supporting transition following the
CCC’s report, OGUK reaffirmed that following
government’s net-zero commitment. ■
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ENERGY SECTOR SUPPLEMENT
ADDING LIFE TO PARTS & MAKING MORE COMPLEX DESIGNS

Additive opportunity
The oil and gas sector has, so far, been slower than others to adopt
additive manufacturing and so it is missing out on access to quicker
and more economical processes. So says Stephen Fitzpatrick, senior
manufacturing engineer and additive team lead at the University of
Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC)
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nown for a relentless focus on driving
efficiency, it’s hoped that the push for
increased sustainability and reduced
costs will help the sector overcome the existing
barriers to uptake. A culture of risk aversion,
minimal infrastructure and rigid regulation are
all considered factors in this perceived
resistance to change.
Two additive manufacturing techniques in
particular, direct energy deposition processes
(laser metal deposition and bulk additive
manufacturing – see also last issue, p47) and
powder-bed fusion, can potentially help the
industry to conquer some of its biggest
problems, he says. These include the extensive
costs of maintaining ageing equipment; making
new fields economically viable; and
transforming the supply chain.
Tackling the first, Fitzpatrick believes the
additive technique laser metal deposition
could help solve three key problems in the
industry. The first is the problem of sourcing
parts for ageing oil and gas equipment. The
second is potentially making new fields more
financially viable, and the third is reinstating
end of life assets.
The benefits of using additive
manufacturing/remanufacturing methods in
these situations are far reaching. They could
potentially enable oil and gas operators to
reinstate their old equipment, reduce leadtime, extend maintenance schedule cycles and
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increase functional performance.
He explains: “For some high value
components, there is currently no
remanufacturing process. By applying additive
material to a specific area that’s worn,
however, you can extend the life of a
component, and actually increase its
functional performance.”
Laser metal deposition benefits from quick
cooling rates that create a very fine
microstructure. It’s a powder additive
manufacturing process that sees powder
delivered through a nozzle with a laser used as
the energy source. It offers advantages that
can be realised over traditional welding
techniques.
A low dilution and heat-affected zone into
the substrate material means that thinner clad
layers can be applied while ensuring that the
additive composition is achieved. A benefit of
this is that shallower residual stress profiles
are produced, which, crucially, results in very
little distortion of components.
The process can be applied very accurately,
meaning fine features can be crafted with
minimal post-process machining. Alloy
powders can also be mixed together to create
new alloys, functionally graded to obtain
tailored properties. This presents opportunities
for increased functional performance and
corrosion properties.
The technology has been around for several
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years, but its uptake has been slow,
potentially related to a lack of control and
insight into the process. It is, however, finally
realising its potential, courtesy of growing
research, advanced optics and the availability
of high powered lasers able to now achieve
the correct parameter windows.
Adds Fitzpatrick: “This increase in uptake is
particularly relevant in oil and gas for
remanufacturing applications where old assets
can be reinstated into service to last beyond
original design life.
“In some instances, there is an opportunity
to avoid unnecessary scrapping and increase
performance to that greater than the original
component. Overall, this will have a significant
economic impact for oil and gas businesses.”.
The AFRC is currently assessing the
potential of deploying laser metal deposition
for remanufacturing of ageing assets, such as
shafts, valves and pumps, and as an
alternative to traditional cladding.
Initially, a development process is
undertaken to identify the correct parameter
windows that provide a quality output and the
parts can then be analysed and tested.
The centre has recently installed a new
hybrid machine that can conduct laser metal
deposition, non-destructive evaluation and
machining.
Turning to the supply chain, additive layer
manufacturing, as a form of powder-bed fusion
3D printing, or direct energy deposition bulk
additive are exciting fields, he believes. They
could reduce raw material lead times
significantly, improve material utilisation,
rapidly manufacture spare parts and
significantly reduce inventory levels.

They’re also potentially a way to
consolidate various parts into a single
manufactured component bespoke to
requirements. Such a part may be difficult, if
not impossible, to make using standard
manufacturing techniques.
Explains Fitzpatrick: “Whilst powder-bed
fusion and bulk additive processes are very
different technologies, they both have the
potential to transform the oil and gas supply
chain. For example, lead times on forgings for
oil and gas systems can currently exceed six
months – building parts using these additive
techniques would see a significant reduction
on this lead time. Plus, large volumes of
spares would no longer need to be stored.
“The industry is facing challenges sourcing
obsolete components to support existing
infrastructures. Powder-bed fusion and bulk
additive processes are disruptive enablers that
can transform the supply chain and provide
components and systems in a shorter
timeframe.
“There are also the secondary benefits that
come from this technology, as these
processes are generally near-net shape with
fewer operations required in the method of
manufacture development. This means there
is a significant cost reduction when you
consider the full value chain.’
But AFRC’s senior manufacturing engineer
does temper all this with a word of caution:
“As disruptive as these technologies are, with
their potential to transform manufacturing
unprecedented, there is a significant amount
of development required to define and
implement a successful method of
manufacture.

HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

Stephen Fitzpatrick, senior manufacturing
engineer and additive team lead at the
University of Strathclyde’s Advanced
Forming Research Centre
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“There is also a substantial amount of
work to do in creating standards and
specifications that meet the requirements of
the industry. At the AFRC, we are actively
working with industry and the standards
bodies to overcome these hurdles.”
All that said, the potential that additive
manufacturing material systems hold out will
undoubtedly see them replace many of the
traditional formed metallic parts and
materials in the oil and gas industry, it is
believed. Eventually, additive manufacturing
will become more dominant as a
manufacturing process in the sector,
overtaking traditional methods of creating

metallic parts, the AFRC’s expert suggests.
It is important to note, however, that forged
and formed components will, nevertheless,
remain the appropriate answer for many
situations, he goes on to underline.
Concludes Fitzpatrick: “Studies carried out
by the AFRC have demonstrated that additive
manufacturing can present many
opportunities to improve existing routes of
material production, or even replace some of
them entirely.
“Our team continues to undertake
research to further identify the influence of
varying process parameters on the properties
of the final product.” ■

Direct energy deposition investigations
Installation of a Laserdyne 795 direct energy deposition (DED)
machine at Enel Produzione’s Engineering and Technical Support
Centre in Santa Barbara, Cavriglia, Italy, will support
investigation into its use for the production and repair
of metal components used in the energy and thermal
generation sector. Enel Produzione owns and operates
thermal, hydroelectric, geothermal and wind power
generation plants. It is the main energy producer and
supplier in Italy and operates 40 thermoelectric plants, from
Russia to South America.
The Laserdyne 795 is developed by Prima Additive (https://
is.gd/ohuxaj) and customised in cooperation with Enel for the
needs of the energy production sector. Enel’s choice of a DED was based on its flexibility,
both in terms of production and repair. Its application will reduce warehouse time, downtime
of a plant or parts of it, and save money, allowing for the repair and reuse of the same
component. In so doing, it also embraces Circular Economy concepts, Industry 4.0 and
sustainability, allowing both repairs and revamping of damaged components, plus the
creation of complex shapes and re-engineered parts.
This innovative solution, together with expertise in the metallurgical and testing available
in the Santa Barbara plant, as well as the experience in the field of design, simulation and
operation, and plant maintenance, will constitute a new opportunity for Enel Produzione’s
activity, both in Italy and in the rest of the world, as well as for the other group companies.
Before the purchase, Enel evaluated many case studies related to the role of the
efficiency of components and spare parts on efficiency and availability of power plants, in
addition to number, average stock, economic value and types of damage of the parts.
The machine will first be used in simple and repetitive cases, then evolve towards repair
and redesign of more complex parts and so “constantly improve the availability of production
plants”, says Enrico Viale, head of global thermal generation at Enel.
Among the main characteristics of Laserdyne 795 is the laser head BeamDirector,
working in five axes, combined with a roto-tilting table, which allow the realisation of parts
using up to seven degrees of freedom. This system allows two different deposition modes:
the first involves the rotation of the part during the process, while in the second the laser
head moves along the entire profile of the element. The working area is 1,000 by 1,000
1,000 mm.
The laser head has been developed specifically for direct energy deposition applications
and is equipped with four separate nozzles, which guarantee a uniform distribution of the
powder at the melting point. Up to two materials can be processed simultaneously.
Apart from the benefits for Enel, this collaboration is an important advance for Prima
Industrie for the implementation of its direct deposition additive manufacturing machines.
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ENERGY SECTOR SUPPLEMENT
PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS

Making tough cuts

Innovative Performance

LB Bentley opts for Wele for subsea valve production; Pryme group
installs five Mazak machines to drive up productivity and boost large
capacity credentials; Mellish Engineering Services buys three Doosans for
specialist fastener and hot-forged bolt manufacture

L

B Bentley, based at the Kingfisher
Business Park in Stroud, Gloucestershire,
and part of the Severn Glocon Group, has
identified an ideal platform for producing its
subsea valves, and also its filter and dryer
equipment, which are made from tough
materials that include Inconel or duplex and
super duplex stainless steels.
The machine is a 1,100 by 650 by 600 mm
working envelope AA1165 VMC built by Toyoda
joint co-operation company Wele (Whitehouse
Machine Tools, https://is.gd/iyiqug). One was
installed at the start of January 2019 and a
second in spring. The pair will work around the
clock five days a week and at weekends.
Replacing some ageing vertical machining
centres, an issue confronted was their inability
to mill a sealing surface via circular
interpolation, with lines apparent at each
reversal of axis direction at the four quadrants
and subsequent risk of reject parts. Required
quality is ±1.5 micron dimensional accuracy
while 0.4 mm Ra surface finish is demanded.
The AA1165 machine, fitted with high pressure
coolant (70 bar), has proved itself easily
capable of achieving the drawing tolerances
when machining nickel and steel alloys.

The E Series Concept

Reports LB Bentley’s operations manager,
Andrew Kethro: “We have been extremely
pleased with the performance of our new
machine. It is very rigid and the load monitor
highlights that the machine can easily cope
with the materials and depths of cut specified.
So these machines should be well set to take
us into the future, regardless of what the
industry throws our way.
“Our machinists have commented how quiet
the machine is when cutting at high torques
and low speeds, 1,500 rpm being a maximum
here when milling our difficult alloys.
“With limited factory space here, the small
footprint of the Wele is supporting our 5S
initiative and the continuing improvements we
are making on our shopfloor. LB Bentley looks
forward to receiving a second, identical
machine.”
Features of the Wele that deliver a
combination of heavy cutting performance and
precision finishing include: two-speed, autochange gearbox drive to the 18.5/15 kW BIG
Plus 8,000 rpm spindle that delivers up to
469 Nm of torque; hand-scraped squaresection guideways; rigid construction; up to
10 m/min cutting feed rate and 36 m/min

Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine
LB Bentley has installed two Wele machining centres,
replacing ageing technology unable to deliver the
necessary quality and accuracy
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HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

Pryme Group has installed five Mazak models,
boosting capability and capacity
rapids in X and Y, 20 m/min in Z. The
machine’s FANUC 0i-MF CNC is already
prepared for controlling a fourth axis, which is
an optional extra offered by Whitehouse on
the AA1165, whose 1,300 by 650 mm table
has room at one end to accommodate it.
At Pryme Group, five new Mazak machines
have been installed to enhance its machining
capabilities. Although a relatively new name,
it can lay claim to an engineering track record
going back 40 years. Created in 2014 from a
core of three engineering companies,
GA Scotland, GA Sliding Head and GA North
West, the company added to that with three
acquisitions in the Newcastle area in 2015;
namely, MKW Engineering, Stargate Precision
Engineering and TME Hydraulics. A year later,
subsea specialist SengS joined the group
and, in 2018, Hydratron, a global supplier of
high pressure equipment, was snapped up.
The company now boasts a range of
engineering services, from design and
consultancy through to fabrication, testing
and coating, but its heritage and strength
remain in CNC machining, with more than
140 machines across the group.
Pryme Group today focuses on three core
areas – oil and gas, defence and aerospace,
with a blue-chip client base that includes
names as diverse as BAE Systems, through
to Schlumberger, Siemens and Rolls-Royce.
In 2017, work began on the Group’s new
North East facility that aimed to bring the
three Newcastle acquisitions together under
one roof. The new 58,000 ft2 manufacturing
facility based in North Tyneside, which cost
more than £10 million to refurbish, is home
to more than 20 CNC machines. It is here
that the new Mazak machines can be found.
Explains Dave Graham, group business
development director, who has been
responsible for all of the machine
specifications: “The Mazak machines were
bought to extend our capabilities, specifically
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in heavy duty machining. At this new site,
we’re focused on a wide range of sectors,
from marine and land systems for oil and gas,
through to energy and rail, for companies like
Bombardier. The quality of the machines is a
vital part of winning business in these
sectors.
“My own relationship with Mazak goes
back 20 years, having specified a range of
machines from Quick Turns and VTCs through
to Integrex in previous roles, including for
MKW Engineering prior to its acquisition by
Pryme. In fact, I bought the first e-1600V
machine into the UK for a non-OEM. The
quality of the technology is not in question.”
And one of the latest acquisitions is just
such an e-1600V. A vertical multi-tasking
machine for chucking work, it is equipped
with a two-pallet-changer and supports single
set-up machining of large parts – 2,050 mm
diameter by 1,600 mm high and weighing up
to 5,000 kgs.
The e-1600V was joined by an Integrex
e-670H, which is also designed for large
workpiece machining using its high
performance turning and milling spindles;
capacity is 1,070 mm diameter by 4,000
mm. The e-670H is equipped with a steadyrest and long boring bar stocker for deep
machining of workpiece inner diameters of up
to 100 mm diameter by 1,000 mm length.
A further investment has been a Mazak
HCN-6000, a high rigidity machine for high
volume large, heavy part operations, it having
axis travels of 800 by 800 by 800 mm (X, Y,
Z). The machine is equipped with a 10,000
rpm, 37 kW, 50 taper spindle.
“The new machines have opened up the
potential for us to move into new markets,
such as oil and gas. The common
denominator with the new Integrex, the HCN
and the e-1600V is capacity. There are very
few contract manufacturers in the North East
who have machines capable of machining
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workpieces of the size that we can now
work with.”
Pryme has also installed a vertical
travelling-column machining centre, VTC530C, and a new turning centre complete
with automation, QT-Compact 200MY with bar
feeder, a turning centre with rotary tools and
a Y-axis.
“The new machines give us extra capacity
with the manufacture of smaller
components,” says Graham. “All of the new
machines are equipped with Smooth
Technology. It’s a brilliant CNC.”
Leading specialist fastener and hot-forged
bolt manufacturer Mellish Engineering
Services has installed three new Doosan
machines from Mills CNC (https://is.gd/
edocag) to meet growing demand from
offshore and subsea drilling customers.
The machines – a Mynx 6500/50 large
capacity vertical machining centre, a Puma
2600SY Mk II multi-tasking lathe and a
compact DNM 4000 vertical machining centre
– were installed at the company’s 26,000 ft2
facility in Aldridge during August and
September 2018.
They are being used to
machine a range of high
precision, performance-critical
standard and non-standard
fastener components that
include bolts, pins, clamps,
studs, nuts, washers and so
on, taking in materials such
as duplex and super duplex
stainless steels, carbon steel,
titanium, Inconel, Monel. Tight dimensional
tolerances and high quality surface finishes
are required.
Explains Mark Rattenberry, Mellish’s
managing director: “The spectacular and
rapid fall in oil prices, from a peak of $115
per barrel in June 2014 to under $35 at the
end of February 2016, had a serious knock-on
effect on our business, resulting in reduced
sales revenues and an unwelcome squeeze
on company profitability.”
But, instead of battening down the
hatches, cutting overheads and riding out the
downturn in 2014, the company made the
strategic decision to plan ahead and invest in
its future.
Says Rattenberry: “We took a long-term
view and looked at ways to increase our
share in a relatively flat, and sometimes
declining, market. A key decision we made
was to gain API certification which, we
believed, would not only differentiate us from
our competitors but would also, in the highly
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regulated oil and gas sector where
environmental and health and safety (EHS)
concerns are paramount, position us as an
approved quality supplier.” In 2017, Mellish
gained API Q1, API 20E and API 20F
certification and this has boosted demand.
Of the three machines, Rattenberry says:
“The Mynx 6500/50 is a rigidly-built and
constructed machine that is ideal for heavy
duty machining operations, and for machining
the hard materials we use to manufacture our
fasteners.
“In the machining trial – and the
subsequent machining process developed by
Mills – the part cycle times for machining
each titanium component was reduced by
15 minutes.
“This improvement in productivity,
combined with the machine’s large working
envelope, which we knew we could exploit to
machine multiple parts in a single set-up,
were the principal reasons why we purchased
the machine.”
The Mynx 6500/50 has a working
envelope of 1,270 by 670 by 625 mm, a
1,400 by 670 mm work
table and a high torque
15 kW, 6,000 rpm, BT50
spindle.
Of the Puma 2600SY
Mk II, he says: “The
Puma 2600SY Mk II is a
high productivity lathe
that has helped us
reduce part cycle times,
improve part accuracies
– as components no longer need to be
transferred between machines – and helped
avoid production bottlenecks.”
The Puma 2600SY MK II, with its
integrated mill/drill capabilities, enables
Mellish to machine small turned parts, like
studs and nuts, to completion in a single
set-up. The machine is a 10” chuck/76 mm
bar diameter unit with a Y-axis, sub-spindle
and driven tools, as well a bar feeder.
And of the DNM 4000, he says: “Despite
its compact footprint, the DNM 4000 certainly
packs a punch and we have been impressed
with its cutting capabilities and performance.
“To improve the productivity of the
machine, we have designed special-purpose
fixturing that enables multiple parts to be
machined in a single set-up.”
The DNM 4000 has travels of 520 by 400
by 480 mm (X, Y, Z), 48m/min rapids, a
direct-drive 18.5 kW, 12,000 rpm spindle and
a 20-position ATC. The machine was supplied
with a fourth-axis unit. ■
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ENERGY SECTOR SUPPLEMENT
STARRAG’S PORTFOLIO OF STRENGTH
The Dörries Contumat VCE 2000 vertical turning lathe,
with a pallet table and separate table and motordriven alignment stand, allows the set-up of the next
workpiece while another is being processed

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

Example production
Starrag’s range of machine tools is supporting suppliers of typically large
parts to the energy industry around the globe. Machinery offers just a few
examples here

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine
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op tier suppliers to the oil and gas, and
power generation industries are no
different to companies involved in any
other supply chain – they need to constantly
work smarter, quicker and more cost-effectively
to not only meet their customers’ demands, but
also to ensure that their own bottom-line
margins are not only maintained but, ideally,
also improved.
Nowadays, this means investing in best-inclass manufacturing technologies and as
global oil and gas markets become ever-more
competitive, an increasing number of suppliers
(and OEMs) are gaining major production
savings by harnessing Starrag’s ‘Engineering
precisely what you value’ strategy.
As part of Starrag’s (https://is.gd/akakav)
comprehensive product ranges, machines from
Dörries and Scharmann, in particular, are
paying dividends globally in oil and gas work.
For example:
■ Burckhardt Compression in Switzerland is
reducing unproductive times on piston
compressors on its portfolio of Dörries and
Scharmann machines that are complemented
by high levels of automation;
■ Based in the Netherlands, Mokveld is
reducing formerly long machining times, as
well as possible re-location errors and certainly
costs, by machining its high pressure control
and stop valves complete in a single set-up on
a Dörries vertical lathe (VTL); and
■ One-hit machining is also benefiting KSB of
Germany, with one Dörries VTL minimising
unproductive times and replacing two/three
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conventional machines in the production of
pump housings.
In every case, Starrag can easily and costeffectively ‘modify’ and supply each machine
specifically to suit each user’s unique
machining needs – hence users gain unrivalled
rewards through the company’s ‘Engineering
precisely what you value’ strategy.
Manufacturing piston compressors that
operate up to 3,600 bar, Burckhardt
Compression uses a quartet of Starrag
machines – a Scharmann Alpha 1250 M
machining centre, a Scharmann Heavyspeed 2
ram-type boring mill, a Dörries Contumat VC
2400/200 VTL and a Scharmann Ecoforce 2
HT4 machining centre – to machine cylinders,
cylinder blocks, frames, valve heads and
steering rods.
Producing components up to 5.9 m long
and weighing 30 tonnes, the production
routines are demanding, including finish
machining to 20 microns and H7 holes up to
1.3 m deep. However, the Starrag machines
consistently meet all requirements while also
generating time and production savings,
compared to former methods.
According to August Dünki, the company’s
director of large part manufacturing: “We
especially gain extra benefits from the use of
the Dörries VTL’s additional moveable work
table axis [for set-up and/or in-situ workpiece
inspection] and reduced unproductive time via
the 72.4 hp Ecoforce 2 HT 4, which utilises
head attachments [with automatic pick-up] and
robot tool handling.”
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Importantly, too, the company highlights
Starrag’s machine pre-approval software
package as particularly beneficial. This details
workpiece processing, including all machining
parameters, tools and targeted processing
times and, says Dünki: “This software is an
important part of machine selection.”
In another example, Mokveld in the
Netherlands is using an 80.5 hp Dörries
Contumat VCE 2000 VTL to machine high
pressure axial flow control and stop valves
measuring up to 2.4 m long by 1.9 m diameter
and weighing up to 12 tonnes. These are
produced from materials such as cast and
chrome steels, duplex, super duplex, Inconel
and titanium, and 80% of machining – to
finishes of 30 micron – is focused on turning.
Again, the use of a second worktable is
providing rewards, enabling a workpiece to be
set-up while another is being machined, for
example. Additionally, because boring can also
be undertaken on the VTL, Mokveld is reducing
formerly very long machining times, as well as
possible re-location errors and certainly costs
by machining the components complete in a
single set-up.
The rewards of using a Dörries Contumat
VTL – in this case a VCE 2800/220 MC model

This Dörries VTL enables complete
processing in one set-up of many typical
pump components such as housings
– are also being gained by KSB, based near
Nuremberg, Germany, which is tackling
machine pump housings weighing up to three
tonnes to exacting IT6 tolerance standards.
Replacing a process that involved turning the
housings’ front and rear sides, then re-locating
on a different machine for drilling, now the
Contumat performs all required tasks in a
single clamping.
So, not only has the machine reduced
throughput times but it has also replaced two/
three conventional machines, thus allowing
KSB to gain further financial capital investment
rewards and improve operator utilisation. ■

Valve production boosted
Says Lee Scott, Starrag UK’s director for sales and applications: “By adopting single set-up
working on a Heckert 800 Athletic horizontal machining centre with DBF head (the DBF 800
machine), one company has slashed machining times on control valves from 20 hours to
just 4.5 hours – achieving a 95% reduction in overall processing times and a 77% cut in
cycle times.
Complemented by a six-pallet linear storage system and 320-tool capacity, the DBF 800
with its 45 kW/1,700 Nm torque/3,500 rpm DBF head, runs unmanned and undertakes
a non-stop routine of face-milling using a 125 mm diameter cutter at a feed rate of 5,000
mm/min, end-milling using a 50 mm diameter tool, solid drilling (70 mm diameter tool) then
turning with 89 mm diameter tooling and a 300 mm diameter external turning tool.
The use of the DBF head ensures high process integrity and, of course, by undertaking
complete machining in one set-up, this not only reduces overall production times but it also
eliminates workpiece inaccuracies as there is no re-clamping.
Continues Scott: “With some oil and gas industry manufacturers reviewing major projects
with a view to implementing new projects in future, now is the time for everyone involved
in the sector, especially specialist subcontract machinists throughout the supply chain, to
implement new and more efficient and effective machining routines – or they will no longer
remain competitive, compared to competitors in other countries.”
And he concludes: “With long-range manufacturing forecasts predicting a reduction
in global demand [and price] for fossil fuels, due to the increase in electric vehicles and
the increased use of renewable energy, companies involved in machining oil and gas
components must be at their most competitive now to retain current contracts, let alone
secure new deals.”

www.machinery.co.uk
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its offer with the addition of horizontal and vertical machining centres
from the same firm.
Cutting tool manufacturer HR Pearce is announcing an expansion
at its Egham, Surrey plant and adding a high pressure coolant retrofit
accessory to its armoury, via a new company, as well as starting an
export arm (HR Pearce was absorbed by Miracle Engineering Europe
itself absorbed by MMC Hardmetal). Huddersfield-based cutting tool
maker GR Booth is reporting high export sales to the USA, after its
first overseas exhibition attendance in that country.
German CMM specialist Wenzel is to set up shop in Bristol, while
OCN & PPL Services is expanding the range of Italian machine tools
that it offers – the company is also a retrofitter of Fidia and AllenBradley controls. Staying in the machine control area, a major story
is the acquisition by Germany’s Heidenhain of CNC/DRO expert
Anilam of America. Heidenhain has additionally bought PCB maker
Grossenbacher Electronik GmbH.
Feature articles this month take in one of our regular
subcontracting supplements. It has a major report on a recent
automotive study tour of Japan during which the 12 participants
report that there is nothing mysterious about the country’s worldclass levels of productivity and quality. Also included in the
supplement is a piece on Japanese turned shaft subcontractor
Marusawa’s setting up of its UK operation. It mimics the parent
operation back in Japan, in fact, but all was not plain sailing.
We also have a major feature on automated fabrication, 3D
printing, although it is still being called rapid prototyping. Dr Marshall
Burns, president of Los Angeles Ennex Fabrication Technologies,
foresees a decline in mass production and large manufacturing sites
and a return to village craftsmanship via rapid prototyping/fabricating
equipment. Mass customisation and home printing of product are
part of the vision. Also covered are: rebuilding and retrofitting; vices;
environmental legislation; plus hard material machining via chipmaking, rather than EDM or grinding. ■
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t is one year ago this month that pro-manufacturing lobby group
the Manufacturing and Construction Industries Alliance was
created. Headed by Nicholas Winterton MP, special guest is promanufacturing Michel Heseltine MP, president of the Board of Trade
– both give great speeches. The list of requirements rolled out by
Winterton took in: lower tax and interest rates, as well as an end to
“an introverted and protectionist EU, whose regulations constrain
our manufacturers” linked to a more outward-looking trading view –
shades of Brexit? Two representatives, one each from manufacturing
and construction, spoke adding a request for 100% capital
244361_V23_MACH_Ceratizit 28/03/2019 11:08 Page 1
allowances. But we criticise all for not backing their arguments with
some supporting facts as to the likely benefits of any of this, even
though we feel they must be right.
Our second comment highlights the gap that UK retrofit/
rebuilding firms are filling by upgrading existing metal with new
controls and electronics. They are stepping into the vacant shoes of
a sadly demised British machine tool industry, we say, offering UKappropriate technology. But we conclude that the raw material for
such an approach will obviously one day run out.
In news we have a major piece on 600 Group’s new Shepshed,
Leics, technical centre – The 600 Centre, a self-sufficient profit
centre within the group. At any one time there will be 50 machines
under power (see also last issue, p23). Robert Hyde & Sons, maker
of Kryle vertical machining
centres, has acquired the
assets of W T Atkin (now part
of Group Rhodes), a maker of
decoiling, straightening and
cut-to-length equipment.
Wightman Stewart has become
the UK agent for Red Bud
Industries cut-to-length/blanking
lines. And Mitsubishi gear making
machinery agent Umak is expanding

▼

▼ ▼
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North Korean
President
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hold office
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years ago

Manufacturing lobbyists need more facts; retrofitting fills national need; UK machine
tool agents move, expand, add agencies; cutting tool makers grow; Heidenhain buys
Anilam; no mystery in Japan; the humble vice; 3D printing; rebuilding & more
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